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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation, we construct models and develop tools for security assessment 

studies and the quantification of the economics of secure power system operations in the 

restructured electricity industry. We illustrate the capabilities of the proposed tools with a 

set of applications on the large-scale ISO New England system. These studies serve to 

indicate the practical nature of the capabilities that the tools provide for dealing with a 

wide range of problems in the area of power system security and the economics of secure 

operations in the competitive market environment.  

The advent of competitive electricity markets has resulted in the operation of the 

system very near its security limits over increasingly longer periods. A particular need for 

system security assessment studies is the rapid assessment of the impacts of multiple-line 

outages in the power grid so as to be able to effectively deal with the situations of 

cascading outages, including cases resulting in system separation into one or more 

islands. In this dissertation, we develop an analytic expression for the generalized line 

outage distribution factors (GLODFs) which we use to assess whether the post-outage 

flows violate any line flow limits under multiple-line outages. The GLODFs are 

particularly useful to analyze the complications arising from the multiple-line outages, 

such as detection of island formation. Our proposed approach to detect island formation 

combines the graph-theoretic connectivity characterization with the algebraic expressions 

for the GLODFs. The approach can be used to identify the subset of outaged lines that 

results in system separation. A particularly noteworthy aspect is the numerical efficiency 

of the approach due to its low computational requirements – a function simply of the 
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number of outaged lines and not of the size of the system. The approach’s computational 

efficiency enables its effective application to the formulation of appropriate 

preventive/corrective control actions in multiple-line outage contingencies, particularly 

those that involve the domino effect of cascading outages. 

The maintenance of secure system operations is a highly challenging task that became 

even more complex with the prominence of electricity markets. We use the insights we 

gained into the tight coupling between market and system operations under restructuring 

to characterize analytically the interrelationships between the secure power system 

operations and the performance of the electricity markets. Such a characterization allows 

the development of an integrated analysis approach to quantify the economics of secure 

power system operations. This approach permits the quantification of the market 

performance as a function of security criterion and provides, for the first time, the means 

to provide an economic justification for a modification the security criterion. 

Furthermore, the approach is useful for the cost/benefit analysis of network 

improvements to mitigate the market performance impacts of a set of contingencies and 

their associated security control actions. An important application is to the assessment of 

the impacts of specific behavioral changes in market participants on system security. The 

generalization of the approach is made by its extension to quantitatively characterize the 

linkages between the real-time system operations and the day-ahead markets (DAMs) and 

their associated real-time markets (RTMs) for use in a multi-settlement environment. The 

extended approach provides the ability to explicitly show that the auction surplus attained 

in the multi-settlement system is equivalent to the sum of the auction surpluses attained in 
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each RTM. Therefore, the mere presence of the DAMs results in surplus transfers among 

market participants. Furthermore, the extended approach provides a very useful tool to 

analyze the nature of the DAM-RTM price deviations and the impacts of financial 

entities on near-real-time system security. 

 We illustrate the application of the proposed approaches on the large-scale ISO New 

England system in a number of studies. The results provide useful insights into the multi-

faceted nature of issues that arise in the today’s tightly coupled market and system 

operations. In fact, the studies on the economics of the system security provide important 

insights into the role of price-responsive demand and that of specific selected security 

control actions measured by the economic efficiency of the electricity markets. A key 

result is that this efficiency need not decrease when a power system is operated under a 

stricter criterion, as long as there is effective price-responsive demand and appropriate 

utilization of the corrective control capabilities of the resources. Furthermore, the ISO 

New England application study in the multi-settlement environment indicates that 

financial entity participation not only results in reduced DAM-RTM price deviations but 

also leads to DAM dispatch results that are “closer” to those of their associated RTMs. 

Therefore, financial player participation improves the ability of the system operator to 

ensure system security.   

The GLODF-based models for security assessment and the quantification approaches 

for the economics of secure power system operations provide practical tools for the study 

of system security and the economic quantification of security. They constitute 

significant contributions to the state of the art in the power system security domain.    
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
  

 In this chapter, we describe the nature of the problems considered in this dissertation, 

review the relevant literature and discuss the scope and the key contributions of the 

dissertation. We provide the nature of the the problems discussed in this dissertation in 

Section 1.1. Our lterature survey in Section 1.2 reviews the state of the art and the 

progress to date on the solution of these problems. We discuss in Section 1.3 the scope of 

the dissertation and highlight the key contributions. We end in Section 1.4 with an outline 

of the chapter-by-chapter contents of this dissertation. 

1.1 The Nature of the Problems Discussed in This Dissertation 

 The advent of competitive electricity markets brings about a key need to thoroughly 

understand the nature of the interactions between the market environment and the way we 

operate the power system. Specifically, we need to quantify the impacts of market 

operations on the ability of the system to continue operating without interrupting the 

supply of electricity to the consumers as well as the impacts of system operations on 

market performance. Such assessments allow us to quantify the economics of power 

system operations and to make the appropriate decision-making trade-offs between 

market and system performance. In this section, we discuss such needs in a 

comprehensive manner and lay out the motivation of this dissertation. 

 Since 1996 the US electricity industry has undergone a profound restructuring that is 

still continuing to this day. The vast array of changes was begun by the advent of 
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competitive markets in electricity and was accompanied by regulatory initiatives 

spearheaded by the watershed Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC) Order 

Nos. 888/889, 2000 and subsequent decisions. The restructuring has resulted in the 

creation of fertile grounds for innovation, not seen by the industry in many decades, in 

the entry of many new players and in the implementation of changes in nearly every 

sector of the industry, including the planning, operations and investment domains. The 

increasingly competitive environment in electricity has changed both the nature and 

scope of system operations and planning, led to more decentralized decision making, 

resulted in increased number of transactions and growth in the volume of trades, and 

established new centralized entities, such as the Independent System Operators (ISOs) 

and the Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) in North America. A number of 

troubling warning signs have appeared in the current implementation of the designs in 

use in various jurisdictions, bringing into focus specific issues that must be addressed in 

order to bring about FERC’s vision of “vibrant competitive markets” [1].  

 Secure system operations is a highly challenging task that became even more complex 

with the prominence of electricity markets [1], [2]. The advent of the competitive 

environment in which today’s power system operations take place results in highly 

stressed networks due to the utilization of the transmission system in a manner very 

different than that for which it was planned, the frequent changes in the nature and the 

points of origin/destination of the various transactions, and the growing frequency of 

system congestion situations. The increased system congestion combined with the fact 
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that power systems are continually subject to various disturbances1 necessitates the 

extensive use of effective control actions to ensure secure power system operations. In 

fact, the recent experience of the August 2003 mega-blackout reinforces the need to 

develop security assessment tools and schemes for the formulation and the deployment of 

appropriate security control actions that can effectively deal with the cases that involve 

the domino effect of cascading outages. However, in the market environment, the 

deployment of security actions has economic consequences that also need to be evaluated 

so as to allow ISOs/RTOs to make decisions that fully take into account the economics of 

system security.   

 Under the ideal conditions in a transmission-unconstrained electricity market, each 

market participant is able to consummate its desired transaction(s). Taking into account 

the system operational constraints, be they of a physical, an engineering or a policy 

nature, the system operators must deploy security control actions to ensure that the 

dispatch of the desired transactions does not violate the imposed constraints. In some 

cases, one or more transactions unwilling or unable to pay sufficiently high congestion 

charges may need to be partially or fully curtailed. Such curtailments may, consequently, 

adversely impact the economics of electricity markets. The evaluation of such impacts 

resulting from the deployment of security control actions must take into account the 

willingness of the sellers (buyers) to sell (pay for) the MWh commodity. 

 In the restructured environment, the independent entity in charge of system operations 

– be it an ISO or an RTO – must ensure secure power system operations using market-
                                                 

1 These disturbances include sudden changes in the loads and the outages of one or more components, such as lines, transformers 
and generating units. In security assessment studies, we refer to such disturbances as contingencies. System operators dispatch security 
control actions to ensure that, in case such contingencies occur, the power system can be operated without violating any operational 
and engineering constraints imposed on system operations [3]. 
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based schemes. We refer to this independent entity by the generic name of independent 

grid operator or IGO in this dissertation. While there are different market design 

implementations in the various jurisdictions around the world, we concentrate on the 

typical market structure widely adopted in North American markets based on the design 

that the same MWh commodity is traded in a sequence of markets run at different lead 

times – such as the day-ahead markets (DAMs) and their associated real-time markets 

(RTMs) – using the uniform price auction mechanism coexisting side-by-side with 

bilateral transactions [1], [2]. For a given snapshot of the power system, the IGO collects 

the information on the willingness of each seller and buyer to sell and pay for the MWh 

commodity, respectively, as well as the transmission service requests for the bilateral 

transactions. The IGO then clears the market by solving a security-constrained 

optimization problem with the objective to maximize the so-called auction surplus [4], 

[5]. In a highly competitive market environment and a uniform price auction mechanism, 

the market participants tend to reveal their true marginal costs and benefits [6]. Under 

such conditions, the auction surplus becomes a good proxy for the social welfare and, 

therefore, an appropriate approximation of the economic efficiency of the markets [6]. 

The market clearing provides the MWh quantities and the prices at each node. The 

corresponding dispatch results ensure secure system operations [7]. It is evident from the 

formulation and the solution of this problem that the system operations impact market 

outcomes and that market operations influenced by the participants’ behaviors impact 

system security. Therefore, the tight coupling between system and market operations is a 

key consideration in the evaluation of the economics of secure power system operations. 

 The interactions between system and market operations are further complicated by the 
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design and implementation of electricity markets resulting in two or more interrelated 

markets that trade the same MWh commodity that is physically produced and consumed 

only in real time. Such a design is commonly referred to as a multi-settlement system to 

underline the fact that there are multiple markets, at different points in time, for the same 

commodity and that may result in distinct prices [8], [9]. These prices reflect the system 

and market conditions under which the electricity commodity is cleared by each market. 

In fact, the security management task is further complicated in the multi-settlement 

environment since not every player has physical resources or loads and the markets are 

strongly interrelated over time. 

 In the restructured environment, the improvement of system security as well as that of 

the economic efficiency of electricity markets has been the focus of recent policy 

initiatives [1], [2]. Central to these efforts is the need to improve the characterization of 

the tight coupling between market and system operations. In particular, we need to go 

beyond the qualitative description and to quantify the coupling in economic terms. In this 

way, we can evaluate the economics of secure power system operations. Such 

quantification enables us to appropriately value the trade-offs between system security 

and market performance: in particular, we can determine what economic impacts arise 

due to a specified level of security. 

 The research on the quantification of the economics of secure power system 

operations is still in the very early stages. The growing awareness of the important role 

that system security plays in competitive electricity markets requires a better 

understanding of the problem and the development of an analytic approach for its 
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evaluation. The analytic approach requires the development of models that appropriately 

represent secure power system operations and the characterization of all relevant aspects 

of the commodity markets.  Such an approach provides a practical tool for the 

quantification of the economics of secure power system operations and has numerous 

practical applications. These are the type of topics that we explicitly consider in this 

dissertation. But before we discuss them in more detail, we first review the state of the art 

in the area. 

1.2 Review of the State of the Art 

 We briefly review the literature on system security and the economics of maintaining 

it in a market environment. We start out with a review of system security assessment and 

the appropriate tools under competition. We discuss the economics of power system 

security in a multi-settlement market environment and evaluate the state of the art in the 

field.  

 Power system reliability is evaluated in terms of the adequacy and the security of the 

power network [10], [11]. Adequacy is the ability of the electric system to supply the 

aggregate electrical demand and energy requirements of all the end-use customers at all 

times, taking into account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled outages of 

system elements [12] - [14]. Security, on the other hand, is the ability of the system to 

withstand unexpected disturbances and continue operating without interruption of supply 

to meet the customers’ demand [12] - [14]. Security is an instantaneous and so a time-

dependent phenomenon and is a function of the robustness of the system with respect to 

imminent disturbances – the so-called contingencies. A pragmatic definition of the 
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system security is the ability of the interconnected system to provide electricity supply to 

all the customers with the appropriate quality under both the normal and the contingency 

conditions [3]. The IGO must maintain and ensure the security of the multiarea system on 

its geographic footprint by effectively balancing the interconnected areas’ generation and 

demand while maintaining the frequency of the system within acceptable bounds, the 

voltages within the required ranges and the operation of each component within its 

appropriate rating under both the base case and the contingency case conditions for each 

postulated contingency in the list of specified contingencies. Security assessment is 

carried out for the operating state at the specified time, i.e., the state of the snapshot of 

the system at that time. For a given time t, security assessment analyzes whether the 

occurrence of a postulated contingency results in the violation of any operational 

constraints, and the ability of the system to remove or “attenuate” such violations by 

dispatching appropriate preventive and/or corrective security control actions [3]. A 

preventive control action associated with a postulated contingency entails the 

modification of the precontingency, i.e., the base case state, so as to eliminate any 

potential violation, were that contingency to occur. On the other hand, an associated 

corrective control action involves the deployment of generation redispatch/load 

curtailment to modify the postcontingency state only after the contingency actually 

occurs. For certain contingencies, such as a generator outage or a sudden change in load, 

the IGO can use only corrective control actions. 

 Security assessments are, typically, based on some deterministic criterion, such as (n –  

1) or (n – 2) security. We associate with each security criterion a specific contingency list 

and a specified control action for every contingency on that list. For example, the 
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contingency list of the (n – 1) criterion consists of all the single element contingencies 

while that of the (n – 2) criterion considers all the double element contingencies in 

addition to the single element contingencies. Since all the contingencies on the (n – 1) list 

are also included in the (n – 2) contingency list, the (n – 2) is considered to be a stricter 

criterion. Virtually every system operator uses, at the very least, some modified (n – 1) 

list of single line outages and associated preventive control actions to deal with their 

impacts. But, in many instances, a stricter criterion is imposed, such as a modified 

version of the (n – 2) criterion with only a subset of all the double element contingencies 

considered on the list of specified contingencies. The elements of this subset are carefully 

selected to include contingencies that are particularly critical for the multiarea structure 

of the system, such as the outages of pairs of tie lines interconnecting an export and an 

import area. In this dissertation, we consider a broad range of security criteria, which are 

representative of the practices of some actual IGOs.  

 The advent of competitive electricity markets has resulted in the operation of the 

system very near its security limits over increasingly longer periods. Thus, the need for 

rapid methods to assess security is evident [16], [17]. The need is particularly acute given 

the large number of contingency cases that are considered even in moderate size systems. 

A key issue in security analysis and control is the appropriate representation of the 

operational limits in the network under each postulated contingency. The power flow 

equations used to model the steady state behavior of the power system are nonlinear and 

their solution represents a computationally demanding task, especially for large-scale 

power systems [18] - [20]. Security assessment is performed around the clock and so the 

computing burden is simply too large in the market environment. For market 
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applications, such detailed modeling and extensive computing may be unnecessary and 

impractical. Rather, models based on the linearization of the AC power flow 

representation, i.e., those under DC power flow assumptions, are typically used [21].  

 A widely used analytic tool in the analysis of power networks in system security 

studies is the family of distribution factors. A distribution factor is a linear approximation 

of the sensitivity of various system variables with respect to a change in nodal injection 

and withdrawal [21] - [23]. The computation and the deployment of different types of 

distribution factors have been explored in a wide range of applications [22] - [30].  

 The basic distribution factors are typically developed under the DC power flow 

assumptions and are used in studies in which the real power flows are considered. The 

impacts of the reactive power flows are, therefore, ignored. To overcome these 

limitations, distribution factors providing the sensitivity-based relationships of the 

reactive power flows and the nodal voltage magnitudes to the net nodal injections and 

withdrawals are proposed [23]. In an alternative approach, the nodal voltage magnitude 

and reactive power limits are “converted” into real power line flow limits imposed on the 

corresponding lines and interfaces [30]. By exploring the relationship between the real 

and the complex power flows in a transmission line, yet another study provided a scheme 

to “translate” the thermal limit of a transmission line into the corresponding real power 

line flow limit for use in the available transfer capability evaluation [31]. These modified 

factors enable the inclusion of the impacts of reactive power flows in the representation 

of the power system. 

 Distribution factors play a key role in many system security analysis and market 
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applications. The well-known injection shift factors (ISFs) [26] serve as the basic 

building blocks for the evaluation of the other distribution factors. For example, the 

impact of a line outage on the postoutage flow on another line may be evaluated by the 

line outage distribution factors (LODFs) which may be computed using the ISFs. While 

the line outage distribution factors (LODFs) are conceptually well understood [18], their 

evaluation under multiple line outages has received little attention.  

 Under certain conditions, a particular complication of the multiple line outages may 

result in the formation of islands, a fact that leads to complications in power network 

computations. These complications prevent the use of the tools based on distribution 

factors in their standard form. Rather, their application to the connected subnetworks that 

result is possible in these cases. Indeed, the detection of island formation in power 

networks is a prerequisite for the study of security analysis and control. Power systems 

are continuously subject to various disturbances such as changes in the loads and in the 

availability of system components. The detection/identification of island formation 

provides the information needed to be able to deal effectively with the computational 

complications that arise. These complications all stem from the singularity of the 

Jacobian matrix in the Newton power flow [32] - [34] due to system separation into 

disconnected subnetworks. Under such conditions, the solution of power flow equations 

for each subnetwork is required. Moreover, separation into two or more islands requires 

the deployment of different control strategies to ensure system security. For off-line 

steady-state security analysis studies, involving the study of numerous what if cases, the 

line outages that lead to island formation are regarded as “most problematic” [35] - [37]. 

Therefore, situations with multiple line outages may require extensive corrective control 
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efforts, ranging from redispatch to load shedding – a last resort.   

 For both real-time, as well as off-line applications, the rapid detection of island 

formation and the identification of the causal factors are required to deal with the 

complications cited above. In cases with several lines outaged and no island formation, 

additional network analysis is needed to identify which additional line outage(s) result in 

system separation into two or more islands. There exist various methods to detect island 

formation [32], [38] - [44]. We may classify these methods into three major categories – 

linked list approaches, numerical techniques and graph theoretic schemes. The pioneering 

works on real-time island detection are based on the use of linked list tables [38], [39]. 

Several numerical schemes to determine system connectivity use the node-to-node 

connectivity matrix with different exponent values [40], LU decomposition for detecting 

Jacobian singularity [32], and eigen-system evaluation of the nodal susceptance matrix 

[41]. The graph theoretic schemes include breadth-first search [42], [43] and path finding 

approaches [44]. The generic graph theoretic approaches such as the node fusion [45] and 

two-stage processes [46], may also be used to study the connectivity in power system 

networks. The underlying notion in the graph theoretic approaches is the determination of 

paths between node pairs in the system. These topological approaches use the in/out 

status of each line to determine the system connectivity. When multiple line outages are 

involved, the topological approaches may not be the most appropriate tools because any 

change in the topology requires a repeat of the application of the topological algorithm 

for the modified network. The analysis of a cascading situation requires the repeated 

application of the topology-based scheme to each outage condition in the sequence;  

therefore, the consideration of a sequence of outages without utilizing the information on 
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any subset of the outages requires the repeated application of the topology-based scheme 

resulting in a task that is computationally burdensome, particularly for large-scale 

systems. While computational considerations are critical in on-line studies, the numerous 

off-line studies of an extensive list of what if cases may also be unfavorably impacted by 

the heavy computational requirements.  

 In the competitive market environment, the improvement of system security together 

with the economic efficiency of electricity markets has become the focus of recent efforts 

[1], [2]. Central to these efforts is the better understanding of the nature of the tight 

coupling between market and system operations. An important aspect of this coupling is 

the dependence of the market outcomes on the way the system is operated. As system and 

market operations strongly interact, any change in the system security impacts the 

economics and vice-versa. While the nature of these interactions is well understood on a 

qualitative basis, the quantification of the economics of secure power system operations 

is typically not performed. We next review the literature on the economic aspects of 

secure power system operations.  

 A commonly used metric to assess the performance of electricity markets is the 

economic efficiency of the electricity market as measured by the social welfare [3], [7]. 

The social welfare is defined as the total consumption benefits of the demands minus the 

total production costs of the suppliers [47]. Various allocation schemes have been 

proposed to distribute the social welfare among the market participants and to price the 

scarce and severely constrained transmission transfer capabilities in the network [48] - 

[59]. In some schemes, the electricity trading and transmission service scheduling are 
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treated as independent tasks that are performed sequentially [60], [61]. First, electricity 

trading is assessed in terms of transactions between the selling and buying entities with 

each system operational constraint ignored. The solution provides the so-called preferred 

schedule. Next, these preferred schedules are submitted to the IGO to assess the 

capability of the system to provide the required transmission services. When the 

transmission network is unable to accommodate all these preferred schedules taking into 

account the base and the contingency case conditions, the IGO dispatches control actions 

to ensure system security. As such, some of the preferred transactions become modified.    

  The NERC transmission loading relief (TLR) scheme used in the Eastern 

Interconnection is a purely reliability-centered procedure performed by the so-called 

security coordinators. Under the TLR scheme, each transaction is assigned a priority for 

transmission service and curtailment as a function of its firmness. A non-firm transaction 

is curtailed ahead of any firm transactions. Each transaction is curtailed by an amount 

proportional to its contribution to the flow on the overloaded line(s). The TLR scheme 

completely ignores the economic aspects of transactions since, in effect, each curtailed 

MW is treated as equal to any other curtailed MW [62]. Note that, unlike the market-

based schemes under which transactions may override curtailments by submitting a 

higher willingness-to-pay for congestion, no economic considerations are taken into 

account in the TLR scheme. Consequently, the transmission schedules resulting from this 

command and control scheme need not be efficient in an economic sense [62], [63].  

 An alternative approach that explicitly incorporates market economics is the market 

clearing that simultaneously determines the energy market outcomes and the allocation of 
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transmission services. This approach essentially integrates secure power system 

operations with the clearing of the IGO-operated market [3], [9], [64] - [66]. The bilateral 

transactions request the desired transmission services from the IGO, and these requests 

are considered side-by-side with the willingness-to-buy bids of the buyers and the 

willingness-to-sell offers of the sellers. The market outcomes are determined as the 

optimal solution of a security constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF) problem 

formulation [33], [36]  with the objective to maximize the auction surplus while ensuring 

that secure power system operations comply with the specific security criterion. We note 

that the auction surplus equals the social welfare for the case that market participants 

submit their true marginal costs and benefits. A by-product of the SCOPF solution is the 

locational marginal price, or LMP, at each network node computed as the dual variable of 

the nodal real power balance equation at that node. The LMPs play a very important role 

in the assessment of the market outcomes. Each seller (buyer) at a given node is paid 

(pays) the LMP at that node for every MWh of electricity sold to (bought from) the IGO. 

Each bilateral transaction pays the congestion charges to the IGO equal to the product of 

the transaction amount and the LMP difference between the delivery and receipt nodes of 

the transaction. In the absence of congestion, the LMP at each node in a lossless network 

has the identical value. However, in the presence of congestion, the LMP differences are 

nonzero and, consequently, there are congestion charges collected by the IGO for 

transmission usage. In addition, the LMP differences result in a nonnegative IGO surplus 

contribution – the so-called congestion rents [50] – which are computed as the difference 

between the payments made by the buyers and the revenues paid to the sellers.  

 The LMP-based approach was implemented by PJM [67], [68] and its success 
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prompted FERC to cast the LMP-based market as a fundamental aspect of its vision for 

standard market design [1]. In a highly competitive, LMP-based market environment, the 

market participants tend to reveal their true marginal costs and benefits. Under such 

conditions, the auction surplus becomes a good proxy for the social welfare and, 

therefore, an appropriate approximation of the economic efficiency of the markets. 

Therefore, an attractive feature of the LMP-based scheme is the ability to attain high 

economic efficiency in electricity markets by explicitly maximizing the auction surplus 

with system security taken into account explicitly.   

 The economic performance of electricity markets with constrained system operations 

explicitly taken into account may be analyzed in various contexts by empirical and 

analytical methods. The empirical studies focus on the adverse impacts of market 

participants’ behavior on the outcome of the markets [69] - [72].  The analytical studies, 

on the other hand, focus on the impacts of constrained system operations on markets to 

determine the unavoidable losses in market efficiency [73], [74]. A number of papers 

analyze the interactions between the system security criterion and the associated 

economics. These papers may be classified into two distinct categories – the marginal 

costing aspects of system security and the evaluation of total system security costs. The 

studies in [75] - [79] explore the notion of the security pricing using marginal cost 

information for a specified period using snapshots of the system, with each snapshot 

representing the system over a subperiod of the specified period. The willingness of the 

market participants to provide security control capability for each postulated contingency 

is explicitly incorporated into the market clearing process in the optimization process. A 

by-product is the evaluation of the so-called security prices. Another approach defines 
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system security for a given base case as a function of overloads in each line under each 

postulated contingency case [80]. A decrease in overloads in response to injections at a 

node is regarded as an improvement in security, and marginal cost of security is defined 

in terms of the incremental cost of improving security. The total system security costs 

papers [81] - [83] evaluate system security costs using probabilistic techniques, taking 

explicitly into account the random nature of the outages. These papers may be viewed as 

applying the notion of “value of reliability” [84] to study the system security over the 

period of interest. A particularly useful application is to operational planning with a 

horizon typically in the range of one or two years [85]. The study in [81] evaluates the 

“expected cost of security” by computing the outage costs associated with specific 

operating states with the explicit representation of the security control actions. The study 

in [82]  uses Monte Carlo simulation for a given system snapshot to evaluate the “value 

of system security” and is extended to a longer period in [83] making use of the 

corrective control capabilities in the demand side. The two Monte Carlo studies conclude 

that the security criterion to use may be set on the basis of cost/benefit analysis taking 

into account the costs of operating the system and the expected outage costs.  

 The studies [69] - [83] analyze a single aspect of the problem by focusing on either the 

economic efficiency of the markets or the system security costs. Therefore, they fail to 

provide an integrated analysis approach to quantify the interdependence between the 

market performance and the way the power systems are operated to ensure security.  

 Competitive electricity markets in the U.S. share some salient market design features 

with those in other jurisdictions. Typically, electricity markets are held at different points 
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in time ranging from a year- and a month-ahead – the so-called forward markets – to a 

day- and hour-ahead – the so-called spot markets – and to a five-minutes-ahead – the so-

called real-time markets [86], [87]. Each market, be it an hourly day-ahead market 

(DAM) or one of the real-time markets (RTMs) associated with that hour, trades the 

identical MWh commodity at prices that may differ, reflecting the information on the 

system and market conditions available at the time the MWh commodity is cleared [8]. 

As these conditions are subject to continual changes in real time, RTMs are cleared at a 

higher frequency, typically every 5 minutes, than the hourly DAMs, which are cleared 

once a day. The 24 DAMs’ outcomes reflect the lower resolution with which the 

imperfect information on the real-time conditions in the next day is known. Although the 

DAMs are financial markets in contrast to the purely physical RTMs, both markets are 

cleared using the same SCOPF tool. A salient difference between these markets is the 

nature of the participants. While financial entities may participate2 in the DAMs, only 

players with physical resources or loads are permitted to participate in the RTMs. In 

addition, while the demand may be price-responsive in the DAMs, it is typically, fixed in 

the RTMs. Such a market design with different lead times and clearing frequencies is 

commonly referred to as a multi-settlement system  [8], [9], [52], [86].  

 The economic benefits of multi-settlement systems are analyzed in several studies. 

The duopoly model in a simple two-node network shows that for low probabilities of 

congestion, multi-settlement systems enhance the social welfare when compared to 

single-settlement market designs [87]. In a subsequent study, the social-welfare 

enhancing role of a multi-settlement system is found to be highly sensitive to the 

                                                 
2 Financial entity participation is enabled through the so-called “virtual bidding” in the DAMs [8]. Often, the terms financial entity 

participation and virtual bidding are used interchangeably in the literature.  
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presence of real-time congestion [88]. The findings of the empirical analysis of the PJM 

and NY-ISO market data provide added emphasis to this social welfare [89]. 

 In a multi-settlement system, the hour h DAM clearing uses the available information 

and forecasts for the next day to provide the market outcomes and associated system 

states for the real-time conditions for that hour. In a way, these forecasts provide ex-ante 

real-time price discovery for the secure power system operations in hour h of the next 

day. The role of the DAMs in providing incentives for accurate real-time market forecasts 

and in facilitating trades through ex-ante price discovery is discussed in [86]. In case the 

DAM clearing fails to appropriately forecast real-time conditions, system security may be 

adversely impacted. Under these conditions, the IGO may need to undertake excessive 

real-time security control actions. Therefore, the ability to ensure real-time system 

security is greatly dependent on by how well the DAMs forecast the real-time system 

conditions for the next day.  

 As financial entities may participate in the DAMs, their presence impacts the ability to 

forecast the actual real-time conditions for the hours of the next day. Much of the analysis 

of the role of financial entities has a focus on the economic impacts of these entities [89] 

- [92]. These studies show specifically that the financial entity participation results in 

DAM-RTM price convergence and, therefore, the DAMs provide improved ex-ante price 

discovery over that in the case of no financial entities. As a concrete example, the ISO-

NE study [91] concludes that the introduction of financial entity participation in the 

DAMs led to the convergence of the DAM and the RTM prices. Convergence implies an 

improvement in market efficiency as temporal arbitrage opportunities diminish [92]. 
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Moreover, financial entity participation not only leads to price convergence, but results in 

lower average price of electricity. Indeed, multi-settlement systems provide appropriate 

price signals to financial entities to undertake profitable transactions that may lead to 

price convergence [93]. The discussion of the impacts of the behavior of the financial 

entities driven by such price signals on the real-time system security is absent in the 

literature.  

 We next describe the motivation for and the scope of the work undertaken, and the key 

contributions that this dissertation makes. 

1.3 Scope and Contributions of This Dissertation 

 The identification of the issues requiring further attention serves to provide the 

motivation for the work presented in this dissertation. Our review in Section 1.2 pinpoints 

the specific needs in better understanding and quantifying of the tight coupling between 

system and market operations. A particular need for system security assessment studies is 

the rapid assessment of the impacts of multiple line outages on the power system, in order 

to cope with cascading outages as well as system separation into one or more islands. 

Given the usefulness of LODFs in the study of security when multiple line outages – as in 

the case of cascading outages occurring in blackouts – are considered, there is a need for 

analytic, closed-form expressions for and the computationally efficient evaluation of, 

LODFs under multiple line outages. Under such multiple line outage conditions, an 

additional need is the rapid identification of island formation in a computationally 

efficient way in which we can make effective use of the connectivity information of the 

set of outaged lines. 
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 In the field of the economics of secure power system operations, an important need is 

an integrated analysis approach to quantify the interdependence between the market 

performance and the way the power systems are operated to ensure security that 

appropriately reflects the actual IGO operations. Furthermore, such a need has to take 

into account the multi-settlement environment. Specifically, there is a clear need to 

analyze whether the behavior of financial entities driven by price signals can impact, in 

some measurable way, system security. We address these and other related issues in the 

analysis and economics of power system security in the competitive environment by 

proposing a set of appropriate approaches and tools that are effective for the analysis and 

quantification of a wide range of issues for large-scale networks that we encounter in 

actual power systems. We illustrate a number of representative applications on the large-

scale ISO-NE system and discuss the insights we obtain from our studies. We next 

describe the specific contributions of this dissertation.   

 We address the need in security applications for the rapid assessment of multiple line 

outage impacts by developing the generalized LODF (GLODF) to evaluate the impacts of 

multiple line outages on the postoutage network flows. A salient characteristic of the 

GLODF is its closed-form analytic expression in terms of the preoutage network 

parameters of the outaged lines. In this way, the GLODF avoids the need to determine the 

postoutage network state, and, thus, significantly reduces the computational efforts 

required in security analysis for cascading outages. In fact, the low computing 

requirement makes the GLODF an effective tool for the formulation of appropriate 

security control actions to prevent cascading outages.   
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 The GLODFs are particularly useful to analyze the complications arising from the 

multiple line outages, such as detection of island formation. We develop the approach to 

detect island formation by combining the graph-theoretic connectivity characterization 

with the algebraic expressions for the GLODFs. The approach can be used to identify the 

subset of outaged lines that results in system separation. A noteworthy aspect of the 

approach is its computational efficiency due to its low computational requirements – a 

function simply of the number of outaged lines and not of the size of the system. The 

approach’s computational efficiency enables its effective application to the formulation 

of appropriate preventive/corrective control actions in multiple line outage contingencies, 

particularly those that involve the domino effect of cascading outages. The development 

of the expressions for the GLODFs and the construction of the numerically efficient 

approach to detect island formation for security assessment studies constitute an 

important contribution of this dissertation.  

 The highly challenging task of security management becomes even more complex in 

the competitive market environment. We used the insights we developed into the tight 

coupling between market and system operations under restructuring to characterize 

analytically the interrelationships between the way the power systems are operated and 

the performance of the electricity markets. Such characterization led us to the 

development of a systematic approach that quantifies the market performance as a 

function of security criterion under diverse system and market conditions. This approach 

permits the quantification of the market performance impacts arising from a change from 

a given to another security criterion. The approach provides, for the first time, an 

economic justification for the IGO decision to modify the security criterion. Furthermore, 
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the approach can be used in the cost/benefit analysis of network improvements to 

mitigate the market performance impacts of a set of contingencies or their associated 

security control actions. Another application of the approach is to the assessment of the 

impacts of specific behavioral changes in market participants on system security. In fact, 

the large-scale ISO-NE application study provides important insights into the role of 

price-responsive demand and selected security control actions by demonstrating that the 

economic efficiency of the electricity markets need not decrease when a power system is 

operated under a stricter criterion, as long as there is effective price-responsive demand 

and appropriate utilization of the corrective control capabilities of the resources. Thus, 

the proposed approach allows the effective quantification of the system security impacts 

on the overall economics of electricity markets. 

 We extend this approach to quantitatively characterize the linkages between the real-

time system operations and the DAMs and their associated RTMs for a multi-settlement 

environment, where electricity is traded in a sequence of markets that are cleared at 

different frequencies and with different lead times. We explicitly show with the extended 

approach that the auction surplus attained in the multi-settlement system is equivalent to 

the sum of the auction surpluses attained in each RTM. Therefore, the mere presence of 

the DAMs results in surplus transfers among market participants. Furthermore, the 

extended approach provides a very useful tool to analyze the nature of the DAM-RTM 

price deviations and the impacts of financial entities on real-time system security. Indeed, 

the ISO-NE application study indicates that financial entity participation not only results 

in reduced DAM-RTM price deviations but also leads to DAM dispatch results that are 

“closer” to those of their associated RTMs. Therefore, financial player participation 
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improves the ability of the IGO to ensure system security.   

 The GLODF-based models for security assessment and the quantification approaches 

for the economics of secure power system operations provide solid tools for the study of 

system security and the economic quantification of security. They constitute significant 

contributions to the state of the art in the power system security domain.     

1.4 Dissertation Outline   

 This dissertation contains seven additional chapters. In Chapter 2, we review the basic 

models for the analysis of multiarea power system networks and their security 

management framework. We focus on the representation of the operational constraints, 

making extensive use of distribution factors. We present their extension to develop an 

analytic expression for the GLODFs, which we use to assess whether the postoutage 

flows violate any line flow limits under multiple line and cascading outages. We make 

use of the GLODF-based models of this chapter in the analysis of system security in the 

subsequent chapters.  

 We review in Chapter 3 some key graph-theoretic notions to describe the connectivity 

of power system networks. We use these notions together with the distribution factors to 

characterize the power system connectivity. We extend the characterization of system 

connectivity to the study of multiple line outages and to construct the island detection 

scheme by effectively deploying the GLODFs. We analyze the computational complexity 

of the proposed scheme and illustrate its application to the IEEE 118-bus system. 

 We provide a brief review of the basic structure of electricity markets for the MWh 
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commodity in Chapter 4 and present the decision making problem of the IGO for clearing 

the markets. For the latter, we introduce the market-snapshot problem formulation and 

solution. We discuss the metrics of interest for use in the quantification of the impacts of 

secure power system operations on the performance of electricity markets.  

 In Chapter 5, we use the market-snapshot formulation and present the quantification of 

the market performance as a function of security criterion for a single system snapshot 

using the set of economic and resource dispatch metrics. We focus on the DAMs in a 

given period and extend the snapshot assessment to cover that period and discuss various 

applications of the multiple snapshot approach.  

 We describe in Chapter 6 the nature of the multi-settlement problem and the market 

performance quantification for a DAM and its associated RTMs. We prove analytically 

that the auction surplus attained through a multi-settlement system equals the total 

auction surplus attained in the RTMs. We also extend the multiple snapshot approach 

developed in Chapter 5 to a multi-settlement system and quantify the impacts of financial 

entities on the near-real-time system security.  

 We present in Chapter 7 a set of applications of the proposed methodologies 

developed in this dissertation to various studies on the large-scale ISO-NE system and 

markets. These studies effectively illustrate the capabilities of the island detection 

scheme, and the multiple snapshot approach in a single- and in a multi-settlement 

environment. We discuss the results of these studies and provide important insights into 

the role of price-responsive demand and the financial entities. 
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 In the final chapter, we provide concluding remarks together with a summary of the 

work presented and discuss directions for future research to extend the results in this 

dissertation.  

 The dissertation has two appendices. In Appendix A, we provide the proofs of the 

theorems stated in Chapter 3.  In Appendix B, we provide the statement and the 

characterization of the optimal solution of the market-snapshot problem formulation 

discussed in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MULTIAREA POWER SYSTEM SECURITY ANALYSIS 

 In this chapter, we discuss the modeling aspects of the multiarea network and the 

nature of the operational constraints, including those that restrict the transfer capabilities 

between the constituent areas of the interconnection. We review the basic notions of, and 

the framework for, the management of system security in order to construct the 

appropriate model to represent the physical network. Our interest is in the explicit 

representation of the postulated contingencies for the study of the steady-state system 

security of the interconnected network. Our basic approach is based on the system 

snapshot analysis and we make extensive use of the distribution factors [21] - [26] to 

ensure computational tractability. These factors are linear approximations of the 

sensitivities of variables of interest with respect to changes in injections at specified 

nodes. We extend the formulation of line outage distribution factors to the general case of 

multiple line outages whose impacts are evaluated in security assessment. We develop 

what we call the generalized line outage distribution factors (GLODFs) that we deploy to 

assess system security under the specified contingencies including cascading outages. 

These GLODFs are essential building elements in the construction of the procedures to 

evaluate multiple line outage impacts on the interconnected power system. The GLODF 

results constitute an important contribution of this dissertation. 

 This chapter consists of four sections. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we review the basic 

models of the multiarea power system network and the security management framework, 

respectively. In Section 2.3, we focus on the representation of the operational constraints, 
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making extensive use of distribution factors. We present the development of the GLODFs 

and incorporate them into the security assessment framework. The GLODF-based models 

serve well in a wide range of security assessment applications. We summarize this 

chapter’s results in Section 2.4. 

2.1 Multiarea Power System Model 

 We consider a power system with ( )1N +  buses and L  lines. We denote by 

{ },1, 2, ,0 NN  the set of buses, with the bus 0 being the slack bus, and by 

{ }1 2, , , LL  the set  of transmission lines and transformers that connect the 

buses in the set N . We associate with each line r ∈ L  the ordered pair ( )r r ri , j= , 

with the convention that the direction of the flow in line r  is from the node ri  to the 

node rj .  

 The modeling of the large-scale interconnected system operated by the IGO requires 

the explicit representation of all areas that constitute the system, as well as the tie lines 

that interconnect them. We consider the power system network to consist of K 

interconnected areas and denoted by { }: 1, ,k k K= =A A  the set of K areas. Each 

area kA  has the node set k ∈N N  and the set of transmission lines kL , which has kL  

elements. We assume that the system slack bus is in area 1A . We define the ordered pair  

( ),k,m k mc A A  

to denote an interconnection between areas kA  and mA  with the convention that the 
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interconnection is defined to be from area kA  to area mA . For each k,mc , we define a 

subset of transmission lines  

( ){ }, : ,k m k m
r r r r ri , j i j= ∈ ∈N NL  

constituting the tie lines interconnecting areas kA  and mA .  

 We denote the augmented branch-to-node incidence matrix of the system by  

  

T
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

1

2

K

C

A 0 0 0

0 A 0 0

A 0 0 0

0 0 0 A

A

, (2.1) 

where kA  is the branch-to-node incidence matrix of the area k ∈A A  for all the intra-area 

transmission lines. By definition, kA  does not include any interconnection to other areas. 

1CL N× +∈CA R  is the branch-to-node incidence matrix of the interconnections between 

the areas. CL  denotes the total number of interconnecting lines between the areas.  

 Note that a column of 1A  includes entries corresponding to the slack bus 0. As such, 

the algebraic sum of the columns of A  vanishes: 

  +1N1A = 0 , (2.2) 
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where [ ]+1 11,1, ,1 TN N += ∈1 . For each area kA , we denote the kL  diagonal 

branch susceptance matrix by 

  { }:
r

k
rdiag b ∈k

dB L . (2.3) 

Furthermore, we define the tie line diagonal branch susceptance matrix by  

  { }:
r

k ,m
rdiag b ∈C

dB L , (2.4) 

using the ordering as for the rows of CA . We construct from the k
dB  and the C

dB  arrays  

the interconnected system L-dimensional diagonal branch susceptance matrix  

  

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

1

2

d

d

d

K
d

C
d

B 0 0 0

0 B 0 0

B

0 0 B 0

0 0 0 B

. (2.5) 

 The augmented nodal susceptance matrix of the system is 

  T
dB = A B A  (2.6) 

and B  is singular since 

  +1 +1N N1 1T
dB = A B A = 0 , (2.7) 
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which follows from (2.2). 

 Next, we obtain the reduced incidence matrix A  from A  by removing the row 

corresponding to the slack node. We also partition B  

  
00b⎡ ⎤

⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

T
0

0

b
B =

b B
. (2.8) 

The reduced nodal susceptance matrix B  is then  

  N N×∈T
dB A B A . (2.9) 

Clearly, B  is a symmetric and positive definite matrix since A  is full rank and dB  is a 

diagonal matrix with the elements corresponding to inductive elements of transmission 

lines.   

 For a node i in area kA , the real power injection 
i

k
gp  and the real power withdrawal 

i

k
dp  determine the net real power injection k

ip  with  

  
i i

k k k
i g dp p p− , i ∈ kN . (2.10) 

We construct the area k net real power injection vector kp  using (2.10). The systemwide 

net real power injection vector p  is then constructed as 

  ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,
TT T T⎡ ⎤

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
1 2 Kp p p p . (2.11) 
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2.2 The Security Assessment Framework  

 We devote this section to the discussion of the concept of system security, to the 

security analysis framework and to the summary of the security assessment methodology. 

We also provide a brief summary of the so-called security control actions deployed by the 

IGO to ensure the secure power system operations in a multiarea system. 

 The basic elements of power systems operations are system security and economy. 

The reliability criteria under which planning is done have corresponding security criteria 

that are enforced in system operations. The planning and operating criteria aim to 

forestall the onset of cascading outages.  

 Power system security is defined as the ability of the interconnection to provide 

electricity with the appropriate quality under normal and disturbance conditions [15]. 

Security is a time-dependent phenomenon and is a function of the robustness of the 

system with respect to imminent disturbances. We refer to such disturbances as 

contingencies. For a given operating state, we analyze the security to determine whether 

the occurrence of each postulated contingency results in no violation of any operational 

constraints or, in case of such a violation, whether appropriate control actions maybe 

deployed to prevent it. The security is defined with respect to the postulated set of 

contingencies. We note, therefore, that the notion of power system security is always 

relative to the set of contingencies considered.  

 The security assessment utilizes the security framework developed by Dy Liacco [3]. 

In this framework, a given operating point of the power system – referred to as the base 
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case – is classified into one of three possible states – normal, emergency or restorative. 

The system is deemed to be in normal state when the demand is supplied without any 

operational constraint violations. An emergency state implies that the demand is supplied 

with one or more constraint violations. A restorative state indicates that there is a loss of 

load but with no operational constraint violations. A normal state is further categorized as 

secure normal or insecure normal to capture the impacts of each postulated contingency. 

A secure normal state indicates that the system is in normal state under the base case and 

each postulated contingency case. On the other hand, an insecure normal state refers to an 

operating state that is normal under the base case but in an emergency state for one or 

more postulated contingencies. As power systems are continuously subject to 

disturbances, the nature of the operating state may change instantaneously due to the 

impacts of such disturbances. In fact, if the IGO fails to deploy appropriate security 

control actions, the system may collapse. Such actions refer to the deployment of 

preventive, corrective, emergency or restorative control [3]. The notions of power system 

security are effectively summarized in the security framework depicted in Figure 2.1.  

 

Figure 2.1 Security assessment framework 

control-action-caused 
transition 

disturbance-caused 
transition
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 The objective of the security management is to keep the system operating state in the 

normal secure classification, making use of the deployment of appropriate security 

control actions.  For an insecure normal state, the IGO may deploy either the preventive 

or corrective control actions. A preventive control action associated with a postulated 

contingency entails the modification of the precontingency – base case – state, to 

eliminate any potential violation, were that contingency to occur. A corrective control 

action involves the deployment of generation redispatch/load curtailment to modify the 

postcontingency state only after the contingency actually occurs. Note that for certain 

contingencies, such as a generator outage or a sudden change in load, the IGO may 

deploy only corrective control actions. 

 Security assessments are typically based on a deterministic criterion, such as (n – 1) or 

(n – 2) security. We associate with a security criterion C  a specified contingency set. We 

denote by { }1, , J=C CJ  the associated index set for the postulated contingencies – 

each index j ∈ CJ  refers to a contingency case – and a specified control action for every 

contingency on that list. For example, the contingency set of the (n – 1) security criterion 

consists of all single element contingency cases while that of the (n – 2) criterion 

considers all the double element contingency cases in addition to the single element 

contingencies. Since all the contingencies in the (n – 1) set are also included in the (n – 2) 

contingency set, the (n – 2) criterion is considered to be stricter than the (n – 1) criterion. 

Virtually every system operator uses, at the very least, some modified (n – 1) criterion list 

of single line outages and the set of appropriate preventive control actions to avoid their 

impacts. But in many instances a stricter criterion is imposed, such as a modified version 

of the (n – 2) criterion with only a subset of all the possible double element contingencies 
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considered. The elements in this subset are carefully selected to include contingencies 

that are particularly critical for the multiarea structure of the system, such as the outages 

of pairs of tie lines interconnecting an export and an import area. In this dissertation, we 

consider a representative range of security criteria in use by various IGOs. 

2.3 The Applications of Distribution Factors to Security Assessment 
Models 

 A basic requirement in the operation of the electric power system is to ensure and 

maintain system security under a specified criterion C . For system security, the system 

operating point must satisfy certain restrictions under both the base case and a pre-

defined set of contingency cases. When a contingency occurs, the parameter and/or 

structure of the network may change, and, consequently, each disturbance results in 

formulation/modification of the snapshot description summarized in Section 2.1. 

 We define the index set { }0 ∪ CJ  to refer to both the base and the contingency cases 

with the base case denoted by the index 0. We use the superscript ( )j  to denote the 

values associated with a particular case with { }j 0∈ ∪ CJ . For example, ( )jB  refers to 

the nodal susceptance matrix corresponding to the network structure when contingency 

case j is considered. Analogously, for each contingency case represented by the index 

j ∈ CJ , we have the power flow equations [18] - [20] and the expressions for the real 

power line flows. There may be additional constraints such as system stability limits. In 

this dissertation, we limit our consideration to two operational constraint types: real 

power flow line limits and generation output limits.  
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 We denote by 
r

f  the real power flow on line r ∈ L . The real power line flow 

constraint on r ∈ L  has the form 

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
r r r

j jjmin maxf f f≤ ≤ , { }j 0∈ ∪ CJ  (2.12) 

where ( ) ( )
r

jmaxf  and ( ) ( )
r

jminf  are the maximum and the minimum real power flow 

allowed on line r ∈L  under case { }j 0∈ ∪ CJ . We note that the real power flow 

limits of a line may be different under various contingencies due to factors such as 

reactive power flow patterns. The generating unit real power output limits are 

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )n n n

min j maxk k k
g g gp p p≤ ≤ ,   { } , 1, ,j 0 k K∈ =∪ CJ  (2.13) 

where k ∈ AA  and n ∈ N k .  

 For a given injection and withdrawal, the security assessment analyzes whether the 

given operating point is in normal state. For an insecure normal state, the IGO may 

deploy a specific security control action associated with each contingency case. Such an 

action may entail a redispatch of resources for the base case with a change from ( )0p  to 

( )0p . For a contingency case j ∈ CJ  associated with preventive action, the IGO ensures  

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
n n

j 0k k
g gp p=  ,    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

n n

j 0k k
d dp p= . (2.14) 

When the IGO chooses a corrective action which is deployed once a contingency j has 

actually occurred, the adjustment is made on the postcontingency dispatches ( ) ( )
n

jk
gp :  
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  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
n n n

j 0k k k
g g gp p p− ≤ ∆  ,     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

n n n

j 0k k k
d d dp p p− ≤ ∆ . (2.15) 

Here, p∆ ’s are the allowed modifications in the generating units’ dispatch in the 

postcontingency system. Since the dynamics of the generation resources do not allow 

instantaneous changes, the relationships in (2.15) involve implicitly the time variable.   

 The associated power flow equations are nonlinear and constitute a large-scale system 

[18] - [31]. Consequently, modeling the power system network for each contingency may 

be cumbersome and the solution of the power flow equations and the specified 

constraints is computationally demanding. Given the frequent occurrences of such 

disturbances, the use of the nonlinear AC power flow modeling approach may not be 

practical. We introduce some reasonable assumptions to simplify the modeling and 

consider the impacts of contingencies making use of the so-called distribution factors. 

Distribution factors are linear approximations of the sensitivities of various system 

variables with respect to changes in nodal injections and withdrawals [22] - [26]. Under 

certain assumptions, the distribution factors are useful in modeling the impacts of line 

outages on system parameters. We introduce the assumptions under which we use the 

distribution factors:  

• The nodal voltages are maintained close to 1.0 p.u. 

• The angle difference between the terminal nodes of line r  is very small, so that 

( )sin
r r r ri j i jθ θ θ θ− ≈ −  and ( )cos 1

r ri jθ θ− ≈ . 

• 
r r

g b  so that the losses on the lines are negligible. 
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These are the assumptions under which the derivation of DC power flow models is 

obtained [18]. We replace under these conditions the nonlinear AC real power flow 

equations by the following set of linear equations: 

  =p Bθ , (2.16) 

and 

  df = B Aθ . (2.17) 

 We rewrite (2.17) using distribution factors known as the injection shift factors (ISFs), 

which are basic elements in the evaluation of the other distribution factors. The ISF 

r

iψ of line r  is the (approximate) sensitivity of the change in the line r  real power 

flow  r
f  with respect to a change in the injection ip  at a node i ∈ N  and the withdrawal 

of an amount equal to the injection change at the slack bus. Under lossless conditions and 

the assumptions above, we construct the ISF matrix [26]  

1−
dB A BΨ   

and rewrite (2.17) as  

  f = pΨ . (2.18) 

As Ψ  is solely determined by the network topology/parameters, it is independent of the 

withdrawal and the injection amounts. However, each ISF 
r

iψ  explicitly depends on the 

node selected to be the slack bus. Change of the slack bus may lead to a change in the ISF 
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value. The notion of the ISF may be extended to include the slack bus 0. Since the 

injection and withdrawal buses are identical in this case, 
r

0 0ψ =  for each r ∈ L . Note 

that each 
r

iψ  has flow direction information on the line ( ),r rr i j=  definition. A 

positive (negative) 
r

iψ value indicates that the injection at node i and withdrawal at node 

0 result in the flows from ri  to rj ( rj  to ri ).  

 In security applications, we are interested in the evaluation of the impacts on the real 

power flows on lines of interest of a change in the injection amount at a specific node and 

an equal change in withdrawal at another node. For such purposes, we use the power 

transfer distribution factors (PTDFs). We introduce notation for transactions in discussing 

the PTDFs. The impact of a ∆t-MW transaction from node i to node j is denoted by the 

ordered triplet 

{ }, ,w i j t∆ .    

We consider the impacts 
r

wf∆  of such a transaction on 
r

f  is, and use   

  
r r

w wf tϕ∆ = ∆  (2.19) 

to determine its value. Here, we write the PTDF 
r

wϕ  with 

  
r r r

w i jϕ ψ ψ− . (2.20) 

The PTDF 
r

wϕ  is therefore not dependent on the choice of slack bus. 
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 For the line m  outage, we evaluate its impact ( )m

r
f∆  on the flow 

r
f  on line r  

using the line outage distribution factor (LODF) ( )m

r
ς , which specifies the fraction of the 

preoutage real power flow on the line m  redistributed to the line r  and is evaluated 

from 

  ( )
( ) ( )

( )1

m m

m r r

r m

m m

w

w

f
f

ϕ
ς

ϕ

∆
=

⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦
,  ( ), 1m

m

w
r m ϕ≠ ≠ , (2.21) 

with  

( ) { }, ,m mmw i j t∆  

denoting the unit transaction between the terminal nodes of ( ),m m mi j= . As long as 

( ) 1m

m

wϕ ≠ , ( )m

r
ς  is defined. The line m  outage results in a topology change and 

requires the re-evaluation of the postoutage network ISFs and PTDFs. 

 We use the notation ( )( )mτ   to denote the value of a variable τ  with the line m  

outaged, as in (2.21). The pre- and postoutage   ISFs, 
r

iψ  and ( )( )m

r

iψ , respectively, are 

related through the relationship   

  ( )( ) ( )m m

r r r m

i i iψ ψ ς ψ+ . (2.22) 

Similarly, the pre- and postoutage   PTDFs, 
r

wϕ and ( )( )m

r

wϕ , respectively, are related 
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through  

  ( )( ) ( )m m

r r r m

w w wϕ ϕ ς ϕ+ . (2.23) 

 The LODFs are very useful in the study of security with many outaged lines, such as 

under blackouts which impact large geographic regions. We focus on the fast evaluation 

of LODFs under multiple line outages. We refer to such LODFs as generalized LODFs or 

GLODFs. We next present an analytic, closed-form expression for, and the 

computationally efficient evaluation of, GLODFs.  

 We first revisit the single-line outage case and examine how the outage impacts may 

be simulated by net injection and withdrawal changes. The line ( )1 1 1,i j=  outage 

changes the real power flow in the postoutage network on each line connected to 1i  by 

the fraction of 
1

f . We simulate this impact by introducing ( ) ( ){ }1 11 1, ,w i j t= ∆  in 

the preoutage network. The injection ( )1t∆  adds a change ( ) ( )1

1
1

w tϕ ∆  on the line 1  

flow and a net flow change of ( )( ) ( )1

1
11 w tϕ ∆−  on all the other lines but 1  that are 

connected to node 1i . By selecting ( )1t∆  to satisfy 

  ( )( ) ( )1

1 1
11 w t fϕ− ∆ = , (2.24) 

the transaction ( )1w  changes the flow
k

f , 1k ≠ , by  

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 1 1

1 1
1

1
1

k k k

w w w wf t fϕ ϕ ϕ
−⎡ ⎤∆ = ∆ = −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 . (2.25) 
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In terms of (2.21), the bracketed term in (2.25) is ( )1

k
ς , and so ( )1w   with ( )1t∆  

given by (2.25) simulates the line 1 outage impacts. 

 We proceed with the generalization for multiple line outages by next considering the 

case of the outages of the two lines 1  and 2 .We simulate the impacts on 
k

f  by 

introducing ( )1w  and ( )2w , taking explicitly into account the interactions between 

these two transactions in specifying ( )1t∆  and ( )2t∆ , as shown in Figure 2.2. We set 

( )1t∆  to satisfy  

  ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )2
1 2

1 1
11 w t fϕ⎡ ⎤− ∆ =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

. (2.26) 

Analogously, we select ( )2t∆  to satisfy 

  ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1
2 1

2 2
21 w t fϕ⎡ ⎤− ∆ =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

.  (2.27) 

We rewrite (2.26) and (2.27) using the relations in (2.21) and (2.22) as 

  

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

( )

1 2

11 1

1 2

22 2

1

2

w w

w w

ft

ft

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤∆⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥− = ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ∆⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

I .  (2.28) 

As long as the matrix in (2.28) is nonsingular, we determine ( )1t∆  and ( )2t∆  by 

solving the linear system. 
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Figure 2.2 The impacts of the transactions ( )1
w  and ( )2

w  

 In the inductive process to generalize the result for the case of multiple line outages, 

we assume that the impacts of a set of ( )1α −  outaged lines ( ) { }1 11 , , αα −− =L  are 

simulated with ( )1α −  transactions whose amounts are specified by 

  
( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1α α α− − −− ∆ =⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦I t fLΦ  , (2.29) 

where  

( ) ( ) ( )111 , , Tt t
αα −−∆ = ∆ ∆⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦t , 

( ) 1 11
, , Tf f

αα −− = ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦f , 

and  

2j  

( ) ( )1 2

1 1 1

w wf f f+ ∆ + ∆

( ) ( )1 2

 k k k

w wf f f+ ∆ + ∆  ki  kj  

1i  
2i  

( )2t

( )2t  

1j  

( )1t( )1t  

( ) ( )1 2

2 2 2

w wf f f+ ∆ + ∆  
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( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 1

1 1

1

1 1

1 1

w w

w w

α

α

α

α α

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

−

−

−

− −

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

LΦ , 

with ( )1α −
−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦I LΦ  nonsingular.  

 We now consider the additional line ( )1α α −∉ L outage. The set of outaged lines is 

( ) ( ) { }1 αα α − ∪=L L . Reasoning along the lines used in the two-line outage analysis, 

( )1α −∆t  is given by 

  
( )( )( )

( ) ( )( )( )
1 1 1

α α

α α α− − −
⎡ ⎤− ∆ =⎣ ⎦I t fLΦ .  (2.30) 

We capture the impacts of the outages of the ( )1α −L  elements on α by using the analogue 

of (2.27) and determine ( )t α∆  from 

  ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )1 11 w ft

α αα

αα
αϕ

− −⎡ ⎤− ∆ =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

L L
.  (2.31) 

The superscript ( )( )1α −L  denotes the network with the elements of ( )1α −L  outaged. We 

define ( ) ( )
1 1

, ,
Tw wα α

α
ϕ ϕ

−

⎡ ⎤
⎦⎣b   and ( ) ( )1 1, ,w w α

α α
ϕ ϕ −⎡ ⎤

⎣ ⎦

T

c and rewrite (2.30) and 

(2.31)  as 
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( ) ( )

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

1

1

1

1 1 1

1
1

1

1 ,

w

w

f

t t f

α

α α α

α

αα α
α α

α α α

α

ϕ

ϕ

−

−

−

− − −

−
−

− ∆ − − + ∆ =⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦

− ∆ − − + ∆ =⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦

T

T

I t b c t f

c I f b

L

L

Φ

Φ

  (2.32) 

which may be simplified to  

  
( ) ( ) ( )α α α− ∆ =⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦I t fLΦ  ,   

( )

( )

( )

1

w

α

α
α

α
ϕ

−⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

T

b

c

L

L

Φ
Φ .  (2.33) 

So long as ( )α
−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦I LΦ  is nonsingular, we use (2.33) to solve for  ( )α∆t  and so simulate 

the impacts of the α  line outages. 

 We use this inductive process to determine the appropriate values of the assumed 

transactions and thereby derive the GLODF expression. For any line ( )k α∉ L , we 

define ( )( )
k

αLξ , whose elements are the GLODFs with the lines in ( )αL  outaged, with the 

interactions between the outaged lines fully considered. The change in the real power 

flow of line k   is 

  ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )k k

T
f α α

α
⎡ ⎤∆ ⎣ ⎦ f

L Lξ  , ( )k α∉L . (2.34) 

However, the combined impacts of the α transactions with the ( )α∆t  on the line k  

determined by  (2.33) are given as 

  ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )

1 , ,
k  k  k

w wf α α

αϕ ϕ⎡ ⎤∆ = ∆⎣ ⎦ t
L

. (2.35) 
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As long as ( )α
−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦I LΦ  is nonsingular, we rewrite (2.35) as  

  ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1
1

, ,k  k  k

w wf α α
α αϕ ϕ

−
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤−∆ = ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ I f

L

LΦ . (2.36) 

Therefore,  ( )( )
k

αLξ  is the solution of   

  ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )1 , ,

k  k  k

TT w wα α
α ϕ ϕ− ⎡ ⎤=⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦I L

LΦ ξ  (2.37) 

and is defined whenever ( )α
−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦I LΦ  is nonsingular.  

 The singularity of ( )α
−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦I LΦ , however,  indicates that the outage of the α  lines in 

( )αL  separates the system into two or more islands. The analysis of such cases is treated 

in Chapter 3. In fact, a simple case is the outage of a line m  with ( ) 1m

m

wϕ = . A special 

case occurs from the outage of the line m  resulting in the creation of two disconnected 

subsystems. When the outaged line m  is radial, its disconnection results in the isolation 

of the radial node. 

 The relation (2.37) provides an analytic, closed-form expression for the GLODFs. 

Since the GLODF is expressed in terms of the preoutage network parameters, we avoid 

the need to evaluate the postoutage network parameters. A key advantage in the 

deployment of GLODFs is the ability to evaluate the postoutage flows on specific lines of 

interest without the need to determine the postoutage network states. The proposed 

LODF extension permits the GLODF evaluation through a computationally efficient 
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procedure which involves the solution of a system of linear equations whose dimension is 

the number of line outages. 

 The postoutage network flows are determined by the appropriate GLODFs and 

preoutage flows on the lines to be outaged: 

  ( )( ) ( )( )
( )

T
α α

α
⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦f f + fL Lξ  . (2.38) 

We set the thη  component of the vector ( )( )( ) 1
m

α

η
= −Lξ  and all the other components to 

( )( )( ) ,
m

0α

ν
ν η= ≠Lξ . We use (2.18) to rewrite the relationship in (2.38) as 

  ( )( ) ( )( )
( )

T
α α

α
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

f + pL LΨ ξ Ψ  . (2.39) 

Here, we use ( ) ( )αα =f pΨ , where ( ) ( ) ( )
1 N

α α α⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦Ψ ψ ψ  and 

( ) 1
, ,

Ti i i
αα ψ ψ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ψ . In fact, (2.39) allows us to explicitly determine the postoutage 

ISF matrix ( ) ( )( )αLΨ  from 

  ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )

T
αα

α
⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦+ LLΨ Ψ ξ Ψ  . (2.40) 

Therefore, we may use GLODFs to explicitly perform security assessment to analyze 

whether the postoutage flows violate any line flow limits:  

  ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )min maxα αα≤ ≤f p f
L LLΨ  . (2.41) 
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The use of this linearized model significantly reduces the computational efforts required 

in security analysis. However, the distribution factors are approximations of the real 

sensitivities and, consequently, their use may introduce errors. The errors on single line 

outages are investigated in detail in [24]. The results indicate the effectiveness of the 

model (2.41). In particular, a range of conditions over which such a model provides a 

reliable approximation for large power system networks is presented. 

 The description of the basic modeling of the multiarea network, the modeling of 

various operational constraints and the model used for security management are depicted 

in Figure 2.3. The conceptual representation also indicates that the physical operation of 

power systems is explicitly driven by a specified security criterion C . 

 

Figure 2.3 Conceptual representation of multiarea system operations under a specified security criterion 

 

2.4 Summary 

 In this chapter, we discuss the modeling aspects of the multiarea network and the 

multi - area system

A 1 11
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system states 
and line flow 
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set of interconnecting 
lines on between area A j    
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operational constraints for system security assessments. Following the review of the basic 

system security notions and the framework used for security management, we construct 

the models that we use for such assessment studies. We pay special attention to the 

formulation of closed-form expressions for the operational constraints by making 

extensive use of the distribution factors. We develop an analytic expression for the 

GLODFs which we use to assess whether the postoutage flows violate any line flow 

limits under multiple line and cascading outages. Since the GLODFs are expressed in 

terms of the preoutage network parameters, we avoid the need to evaluate the postoutage 

network parameters. We view the development of the expressions for the GLODFs and 

the construction of the numerically efficient procedure to evaluate them as an important 

contribution of this dissertation.  

 We make use of the models of this chapter in the analysis of system security in 

subsequent chapters. In Chapter 3, we use the GLODFs to construct a combined graph-

theoretic-algebraic approach to detect island formation in power system networks under 

multiple line outages. We also use the GLODFs in the formulation of the optimization 

problem that the IGO solves to determine the market outcomes and the associated secure 

system operating state.  
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CHAPTER 3 

DETECTION OF ISLAND FORMATION UNDER 
MULTIPLE-LINE OUTAGES 

 Power systems are continually subject to various disturbances such as changes in the 

loads and the outages of one or more components, such as lines, transformers and 

generating units. There exist combinations of line outages that separate the preoutage 

interconnected system into two or more subnetworks resulting in the formation of islands. 

These line outage combinations are often regarded as “most problematic” [36] since the 

creation of one or more islands may disrupt “normal” system operations and also entail 

computational problems. In fact, the island formation may require deployment of security 

control actions of various types, including load shedding. On the computational side, 

there are numerous complications due to the singularity of the postoutage Jacobian matrix 

in the Newton power flow formulation [34] - [36]. Therefore, the rapid detection of island 

formation and the identification of the causal factors – the outages of the set of specific 

lines that separate the system into two or more islands – are essential to effectively deal 

with the complications that arise. We devote this chapter to address these issues by 

making detailed use of the models developed in Chapter 2. 

 We analyze the topological characteristics of power system interconnections to gain 

the necessary insights into system connectivity. With these insights, we characterize the 

impacts of changes in the network structure due to multiple line outages. In addition, we 

make use of the structural characteristics of the models describing the power system 

network to determine the algebraic criterion for loss of connectivity. We marry the graph 

theoretic and the algebraic approaches to construct an effective scheme for island 
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detection.  A salient characteristic of the scheme is its low computing requirements 

involving the analysis of a matrix of the GLODFs of the order of the number of outaged 

lines. The proposed combined graph-theoretic-algebraic approach is particularly useful 

for large-scale systems to study the impacts of cascading outages. For illustrative 

purposes, we apply the proposed scheme to study island formation in the IEEE 118-bus 

system under multiple line outages.  

 This chapter contains five sections. In Section 3.1, we review the graph theoretic 

notions we apply to describe the connectivity of power system networks. We devote 

Section 3.2 to the characterization of the power system connectivity making use of the 

distribution factors, including GLODFs. In Section 3.3, we extend the characterization of 

system connectivity using GLODFs for multiple line outages and construct the proposed 

scheme. We also perform an analysis of the computational complexity of the developed 

scheme. In Section 3.4, we illustrate the application of the proposed approach to the IEEE 

118-bus system. We summarize the results of this chapter in Section 3.5.  

3.1 Review of the Graph Theoretic Notions  

 Our focus in this work is on the topological modifications of the power network due to 

line outages. The interest is in the connectivity information and we only consider the real 

power flows in the network. For these purposes, we use the linear power flow 

representation of the interconnected power system developed in Chapter 2, (2.16) - (2.17)

. In terms of the notation developed in Chapter 2, we associate the graph ( )= ,G LN  

with the power system network, with the set of vertices corresponding to set of buses N  

and the set of edges to set of lines L . We use the terms graph and network 
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interchangeably in the remainder of this work.  

Definition 3.1: G  is a connected network if and only if there exists a path between every 

pair of nodes i and j, i j≠ . 

Definition 3.2: Two connected subnetworks ( ),= Na aa LG  and ( ),= Nb bb LG  of G  

are disjoint if = ∅∩N Na b , with ⊂N , N Na b  and , ⊆a bL L L .  

Definition 3.3: We call a subset ⊂L L  a cutset if and only if the removal of all the 

elements in L  from L  partitions G  into two disjoint connected 

subnetworks ( ),= Na aa LG  and ( ),= b bb LG N  with 

∪N N = Na b .  

We refer to the separated subnetworks as the islands or the islanded subnetworks.  

Definition 3.4: A cutset ˆ ⊂L L  is a minimal cutset if no proper subset of ˆL  is a 

cutset.  

 We next make use of these definitions to describe system connectivity in the section 

that follows.  

3.2 Power System Characterization of Minimal Cutsets  

 We start out our analysis of power system connectivity making use of the distribution 

factors (2.18) - (2.41). Consider the single line r ∈ L  and consider that 
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{ } ( ){ }ˆ ,r r ri j== L  constitutes a minimal cutset of the connected network  

( ),NG L . 

The line r connects the two subnetworks, ′aG  and ′bG , of G  with ri ′∈ aN  and rj ′∈ bN . 

We consider a transaction between the terminal nodes of r , which we denote by 

( ) { }, ,r r rw i j t= . From the definition of the PTDFs in Chapter 2, it follows that r  is 

a minimal cutset if and only if  

   ( )
1

.

,

,
r

s

s r
w

s r0
ϕ

=⎧⎪= ⎨
⎪ ≠⎩

. (3.1) 

We infer from (3.1) that for the singleton minimal cutset ˆL , the PTDFs are binary 

valued for injection/withdrawal at the terminal nodes of a single element minimal cutset. 

In fact, any inter- and intra-sub-network transaction, { }, ,w i j t , in G  for which 

{ }r constitutes a minimal cutset is characterized by 

   { }, ,
1, , ,

, ,
r

i j t
i j or i j

0, i j or i j
ϕ

′ ′ ′ ′∈ ∈ ∈ ∈⎧
⎪= ⎨
⎪ ′ ′∈ ∈⎩

a b b a

a b

N N N N

N N
. (3.2) 

In words, if the transaction terminal nodes are in the two different subnetworks with the 

respective node sets ′Na  and ′Nb , then the transaction must flow over the line r ;  else 

there is no net flow on the line r  when the terminal nodes of the transaction are in the 

same subnetwork node set ′Na  or ′Nb . Note that ( ) 1r

r

wϕ =  makes ( )r

s
ς  undefined. 
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 Consider the minimal cutset ( ) { }1

†ˆ , , ββ =L . with β lines connecting two disjoint 

connected subnetworks ( )= ,a a aG LN  and ( ),= b bb LG N  of G . We consider the 

outages of the first β−1 elements of ( )
ˆ

βL  resulting in the modified network 

( ),′′ ′′=G LN , with { }1 1\ , , β −
′′L L= . Since ( )

ˆ
βL  is a minimal cutset, ′′G  is 

connected. Also, β  is a minimal cutset of ′′G  connecting the two disjoint subnetworks 

aG  and bG  of ′′G . Therefore, (3.1) states that for this network 

   ( )( ) ( )( )
( )

1
ˆ

1

1,
ˆ,

r

r
w

r

r0,

β β
β

β

βϕ
−

−

⎧ =⎪= ∉⎨
⎪ ≠⎩

L

L . (3.3) 

Since the terminal nodes of each minimal cutset element are in the two different 

subnetworks, the discussion after (3.2)  implies  

   ( )( ) ( )( )
( )

1
ˆ ˆ1,r

r
w β

β
βϕ

− = ∈
L

L   . (3.4) 

Thus, once all but one element of  ( )
ˆ

βL  are outaged, the preoutage real power flow in 

each outaged line has to flow over the minimal cutset element that is not outaged. We can 

also show the case of all but two element outages of ( )
ˆ

βL : 

   ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( )
2 2

1

ˆ ˆ
ˆ1,r r

r
w wβ β

β β
βϕ ϕ

− −

−

+ = ∈
L L

L . (3.5) 

                                                 
. †  While ( )

ˆ
βL  is not an ordered set we reorder the elements from 1 to β so as  to allow the use of simple notation. 
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Then, by induction, we can rIGOrously establish that  

   ( )

( )

( )
ˆ

ˆ1,s
s

r
r

w

β

βϕ
∈

= ∈∑
L

L . (3.6) 

 We use (3.6) to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1: Let ( )= ,G LN  be a connected power system network. The minimal 

cutset ( ) { }1
ˆ , , ββ =L  partitions G  into two subnetworks ( ),= a aa LG N  and 

( ),= Nb bb LG . Each line ( ) ˆˆ ˆ,r r ri j= ∈ L  has ˆ
ri ∈ aN  and ˆ

rj ∈ bN . Then,  

 ( i )        ( ) ˆ,s
s r

r

w 0       ϕ > ∈ L  (3.7) 

 ( ii ) { }, ,

ˆ

1 ,

1 ,r
r

i j t
i j

i j
ϕ

∈

∈ ∈⎧
⎪= ⎨
⎪− ∈ ∈⎩

∑
N N

N N

a b

b a
L

 (3.8) 

 ( iii )  { }, ,

ˆ
, or ,

r
r

i j t 0 i j i jϕ
∈

= ∈ ∈∑ N Na b
L

. (3.9) 

■ 

 We provide the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Appendix A. This theorem states the 

necessary conditions of minimal cutsets. The physical intuitions behind these conditions 

lead us to state that the result in ( i ) of the Theorem 3.1 is a generalized restatement of 

(3.6). The result in ( ii ) states that any transaction between Na  and Nb  results in net 

power flows on the minimal cutset elements; the algebraic sum of the minimal cutset 

flows equals the transaction amount. The result in ( iii ) states that any transaction 

between nodes of Na  ( )Nb  results in 0 net power flow across the minimal cutset. Next, 
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we extend the development in this section to construct the proposed approach. 

3.3 Detection of Island Formation 

 We consider a set of α outaged lines denoted by ( ) { }1 2, , , αα =L  which need 

not be a cutset. To determine whether ( )αL  contains one or more minimal cutsets, we 

make use of the GLODFs. For line ( )r α∉ L  with all the α lines in ( )αL  outaged, the 

vector ( )

r

α αξ ∈L R  is given:  

   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ,
r r rr

T
w w wT α α

α ξ ϕ ϕ ϕ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦H L , (3.10) 

where  

   
( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1

1 1

1

1

1

w w

w w

α

α

α

α α

α

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

⎡ ⎤− −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤− =⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

− −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

H I LΦ . (3.11) 

As long as αH  is nonsingular, (3.10) uniquely determines the LODFs for a line 

( )r α∉ L  of the outaged lines in ( )αL . αH  also possesses a key characteristic which will 

be utilized in the development of the proposed approach. To present such a characteristic, 

we construct the PTDF matrix for the entire set of L : 

   ( ) 1−
= =T T T

d dA B A A B A ALΦ Ψ , (3.12) 
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an L Lx  matrix with the element ( )r

s

wϕ  in row m and column k. We use the notation 

( ) { }, ,r r rw i j t= , since ( )r

s

wϕ  is defined for the transaction between the terminal node 

pairs { },r ri j  of k  as opposed to 
r

wϕ , where the transaction is defined between any node 

pair { },i j . We can show that ( ) 1−T T
dA A B A A  is symmetric positive definite. Since 

the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix dB  are positive, LΦ  is structurally 

symmetric with 

   

( )

( ) ( )

1

.

r

r

p r

r s

w
r

w w
s r

0,

0, ,

ϕ

ϕ ϕ

≥ > ∈

≥ ∈

L

L
 (3.13) 

Since 
( )αLΦ  is a submatrix of LΦ , its components satisfy (3.13). Consequently, the 

components of αH  satisfy  

   , , ,1 i i i j j ih 0 , h h 0> ≥ ≥     , 1, ,i j α= .  (3.14) 

We derive an important relationship between the singularity of αH  and the existence of 

minimal cutsets in ( )αL  in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2: Let ( )= ,NG L  be a connected power system network. For a set of 

α outaged lines ( ) { }1 2, , , αα =L ,  

 ( ) .is singular contains one or more minimal cutsetsα α⇔H L  

■ 
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 We provide the proof in Appendix A. The singularity of αH  is equivalent to the 

existence of a α∈u R , such that T T
αu H = 0 . By definition, u  is a (left) eigenvector 

corresponding to a zero eigenvalue of αH , i.e., u  is an element of the left nullspace 

( )T
αHN , where 

   ( ) { }: ,T T TT
αα = = ≠x x H 0 x 0HN . (3.15) 

If αH  has ( )ρ α  zero eigenvalues, we can use Theorem 3.2 and show that each zero 

eigenvalue has a unique (up to a scaling factor) eigenvector iu , and is distinct, 3 

1, , ( )i ρ α= . Consequently,{ }: 1, , ( )i i ρ α=u  forms a basis for ( )T
αHN . 

 Theorem 3.2 provides graph theoretic insights into minimal cutsets. In the realm of the 

rank of αH , we establish that the ( ) ( )rank α α ρ α= −H  and so there is equivalence of 

the existence of ( )ρ α  minimal cutsets in ( )αL  with that rank. We denote each such 

minimal cutset by ˆ iL , 1, , ( )i ρ α= . By definition, ˆ iL  partitions ( )= ,NG L  into 

the disjoint subnetworks ( ),i ii = Na aa LG  and ( ),i ii = Nb bb LG .   

 We next find a basis for ( )ρ α  dimensional ( )T
αHN  by the rank revealing QR 

(RRQR) factorization  [94] - [96], of T
αH :    

       
( ), ( ) ( ), ( )

( ) ( )

( ), ( )

T
ω α ω α ω α ρ α

α ω α ρ α

ρ α ρ α

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

R R
H P = Q R = Q Q

0 R
, (3.16) 

                                                 
3 In fact, the Jordan canonical form of αH  has Jordan submatrices that correspond to the 0  eigenvalues with  “order unity” [94].   
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where ( ) ( )ω α α ρ α− . Here, ( ), ( )
( ), ( )

ρ α ρ α
ρ α ρ α ∈R R  is the submatrix with the 0 

diagonal elements. The set of the columns of the ( )ρ αQ  forms an orthonormal basis for 

the nullspace of  ( )T
αHN  [96]. We next transform this basis so as to identify the 

elements in each minimal cutset using the transformation matrix ( ), ( )ρ α ρ α∈T R :  

   1 2 ( ) ( )ρ α ρ α⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦v v v T = Q . (3.17) 

 The construction of T  is detailed in the following analysis. The set of columns of 

( )ρ αQ  and { }1 2 ( ), , , ρ αv v v  form a basis for ( )T
αHN . Therefore, ( )ρ αQ  and 

1 2 ( )ρ α⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦v v v  are full rank arrays. We define Τ  to be the matrix in ( ) ( )ρ α ρ αR x  

relating the two sets of vectors: 1 2 ( ) ( )ρ α ρ α⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦v v v = QΤ . Since the components 

of each iv  , 1, , ( )i ρ α= , satisfy (A.13), we can reorder the rows of 

1 2 ( )ρ α⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦v v v , introduce multiplication by -1 where necessary, and perform 

identical operations on  the corresponding rows of ( )ρ αQ  to obtain the first ( )ρ α  

elements as the identity matrix. We denote the other rows of 1 2 ( )ρ α⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦v v v  by V . 

Then the transformation that relates the rearranged rows of the two rearranged bases is  

   
( )

( )

1 2 ( )

( )

ˆ ˆ ˆ
ρ α

ρ α

ρ α

ρ α

′⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤= = ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥′′ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

Q I
v v v

Q V
Τ , (3.18) 

where each ˆ iv  also satisfies (A.13) . So, ( )ρ α′= QΤ . It follows that 

{ }: 1, , ( )i i ρ α=v  is a basis for ( )T
αHN  with  
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ˆ1 ,

ˆ,

i

i
r

i

r

r

v
0

⎧ ∈⎪= ⎨
⎪ ∉⎩

L

L
. (3.19) 

Each iv , 1, , ( )i ρ α= , identifies the elements of the corresponding minimal cutset, 

i.e., the subset of lines without which the system separates into two islands. For two lines 

ˆ, i
r s ∈ L , we check { },

i i
r sr s v vsignδ = . If ,r s 0δ > , then both of the from terminal 

nodes ri  and si  are in the same island, which is different than the island of those of the 

terminal nodes rj and sj . For ,r s 0δ < , however, ri  and si  ( rj and sj ) are in two 

separate islands. 

 The analysis of αH  provides insights into the formation of islands under multiple line 

outages. For detection of island formation we use Gaussian elimination, and for 

identification of the elements of each minimal cutset we obtain the RRQR factors of T
αH . 

In the Gaussian elimination of αH , a zero diagonal element at some elimination step r 

corresponds to  

   ( ) ( )( ) ( )1

, 1
r

i

i

wr
i ih 0ϕ

−

= − =
L

. (3.20) 

By Theorem 3.2, then, there exists at least one minimal cutset contained in ( )αL  and 

therefore the outages of the elements of ( )αL  are responsible for the formation of two or 

more islands.  We stop the Gaussian elimination process and proceed with the RRQR 

factorization of T
αH . The relations in (3.16) and (3.17) establish the number of minimal 
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cutsets and the identity of the elements of each minimal cutset. Moreover, the sign of 

each pair of ,r sδ  in each minimal cutset provides the location of the terminal nodes with 

respect to the formed islands.  

 We determine an analytic bound for the total number of multiplication/division 

operations required in the detection of island formation. For the outage of a set of k-lines, 

the construction of rH  requires no such operations. We note that the dimension of rH  is 

considerably smaller than that of the topological arrays B and A. For this single set of k-

line outages, the number of multiplication/division operations in the Gaussian elimination 

is 3( )O r  [94]. When additional line outages are considered, the factors of kH  are used. 

For a single additional line, the number of multiplication/division operations is 2( )O r . 

Then for, say, q additional line outages, the number of multiplication/division operations 

is 2( )O qr . Note that these bounds represent “worst case conditions” since no 

computations are performed once a 0 diagonal element is detected, which may be done 

by inspection.  

 A salient feature of the proposed approach is its low computational requirements as 

the computations are carried out on matrices whose dimension is the number of outaged 

lines. These computations take advantage of the structural characteristics of the proposed 

method whereby a set of r-line outages serves to establish the results of any larger set of 

outaged lines containing this r-line set as a subset. In this way, we can directly pinpoint 

the impact of the interactions between the additional line outage and the r-line outages as 

a causal factor for island formation. For this reason, the proposed method is particularly 

useful in the analysis of appropriate preventive/corrective control actions in cases 
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involving the domino effect of multiple line outages to effectively mitigate the impacts of 

such a sequence of outages.  

3.4 Illustrative Example: The IEEE 118-Bus System  

 The implementation of the proposed approach is straightforward. We illustrate the 

application of the proposed approach to the IEEE 118-bus system. In the connected IEEE 

118-bus system, we select a subset of 7 of the 194 lines and study the impacts of the 

outages of this subset. The line definitions and the PTDFs are given in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1 The PTDF Values for a Subset of  Outaged Lines 

line PTDF 

id node 
pairs ( )1

w  ( )2
w ( )3w ( )4

w ( )5w ( )6w  ( )7w

1  (6,7) 0.8571 -0.0145 -0.0195 -0.0103 -0.0005 -0.001 0.0002

2  (33,37) -0.0021 0.6045 0.2075 -0.0926 0.0113 0.0226 -0.0041

3  (19,34) -0.0016 0.1193 0.3115 -0.0913 0.0126 0.0251 -0.0045

4  (38,30) -0.0040 -0.2435 -0.4177 0.7644 -0.0471 -0.0938 0.0170

5  (23,24) -0.0002 0.0327 0.0633 -0.0517 0.9290 -0.1414 0.0256

6  (24,72) -0.0001 0.0163 0.0316 -0.0258 -0.0355 0.6911 0.0559

7  (70,71) 0.0001 -0.0163 -0.0316 0.0258 0.0355 0.3089 0.9441

 

 For ( ) { }71 27 , , ,L =  we compute 7H  and perform the Gaussian elimination, 

which produces a zero diagonal element at step 5. The RRQR factorization for this matrix 

determines  
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-0.8354  0.0707  0.0022 -0.0061 -0.1644 -0.0004 -0.0079
-0.4761 -0.0043 -0.0086 -0.1939 0.0007 -0.0117

0.4698  0.0010  0.0862 -0.0850  0.0786
0.1425  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000

-0.0666  0.0000 -0.
 0.0000

0
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

=R
0607

 0.0000
 0.0000

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

,(3.21) 

where the two 0 diagonal elements indicate that (7) 2ρ = . The corresponding (7)ρQ   

given by (3.16)  is 

    (7)

0.0000 -0.0319 -0.0319 0.0319 -0.0319 -0.7056 -0.7056
0.0000 -0.4989 -0.4989 0.4989 -0.4989 0.0451 0.0451

T

ρ
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

Q .(3.22) 

The two vectors in 7R given in (3.22) span ( )7
THN . We construct the transformation 

matrix 

  
-0.4989 -0.0319
0.0451 -0.7056

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

T = , (3.23) 

and obtain the transformed basis vector 

  1 2

1 1 1 1
1 1

T0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

−⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ = ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
v v . (3.24) 

It follows that the zero diagonal element in the Gaussian elimination implies that the 

system separates into two or more islands when all seven lines are outaged. However, 

since (7) 2ρ = , we established that there exist two minimal cutsets in the set of (7)L  

outaged lines.  
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Table 3.2 IEEE 118-Bus System:  ( )7L  Minimal Cutset Information 

ˆ iL  nodes belonging to i
aN nodes belonging to i

bN  

{ }52 3 4, , ,  19, 23, 30, 33 24, 34, 37, 38 

{ }76 ,  24, 70 71, 72 

 The components of 1v  and 2v  allow us to identify the members of the two minimal 

cutsets as shown in Table 3.2. We use the relative sign difference of the elements of 1v  

2( )v  to determine the nodes of the subnetworks to which the terminal nodes of the lines 

of in each minimal cutset belong. Thus, the Gaussian elimination and the RRQR 

factorization provide comprehensive information on the impacts of the outages of the 

seven lines for the IEEE 118-bus system case.  

3.5 Summary 

 We develop a combined graph-theoretic-algebraic approach to detect island formation 

in power system networks under multiple line outages. We effectively combine the  

characterization of the connectivity from a graph-theoretic viewpoint with that from the 

circuit theoretic notions to construct the proposed approach. The approach is able to 

detect island formation under multiple line outages and to identify which outaged lines 

cause the system separation. In cases where several lines are outaged and no island 

formation occurs, the method can identify whether a set of candidate line outages 

separates the system into islands. Such identification provides the information needed for 

the deployment of appropriate tools for security assessment. 

 A salient feature of the proposed approach is its low computational requirements – a 

function simply of the number of outaged lines and not of the size of the system. The 
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approach provides an effective tool for both planning and system operations for security 

analysis and control. In particular, the scheme serves well in the formulation of 

appropriate preventive/corrective control actions in cases involving the domino effect of 

sequential multiple line outages so as to effectively mitigate the ensuing impacts.   
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CHAPTER 4 

SIDE-BY-SIDE OPERATIONS OF THE POWER SYSTEM 
AND THE ELECTRICITY MARKETS  

 

 Security management is a highly challenging task, and even more so in the more 

complex market environment. In fact, the tight coupling between market and system 

operations under restructuring requires a thorough understanding of the interdependence 

between the way the power systems are operated and the performance of the electricity 

markets. As system and market operations strongly interact, the assurance of secure 

power system operations impacts the economics and vice-versa. As such, the 

simultaneous accommodation of all the desired transactions of market participants for a 

given system snapshot of interest may not be feasible due to the constraining effects of 

the secure power system operations. While the nature of these interactions is well 

understood on a qualitative basis, the quantification of the system security impacts on the 

overall economics of electricity markets is, typically, not performed. The key steps in the 

effort for such quantification are the formulation and solution of the problem that capture 

the way that both the system and the markets are managed.  This and the following two 

chapters aim to provide the formulation of this problem for different levels of detail and 

its appropriate solutions.  

 In this chapter, we explicitly consider the market and the system operations from the 

point of view of the IGO. We use the models developed in Chapter 2 for the security 

management and describe the way the IGO clears the market. While there are different 
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market implementations in the various jurisdictions around the world, we concentrate on 

the typical market structure widely adopted in North American markets with uniform 

price auction coexisting side-by-side with bilateral transactions. Such market 

implementations are consistent with the basic guidelines in FERC blueprints [1], [2] and 

market design proposals [49] - [51]. Actual implementations include ISO New England 

(ISO-NE) [97], Pennsylvania–New Jersey–Maryland ISO (PJM-ISO) [98], and New 

York ISO (NY-ISO) [99]. For each system snapshot used to describe the IGO decision 

making problem at a given point of time of the system, we formulate a security-

constrained OPF (SCOPF) problem under the specified security criterion. This system 

snapshot SCOPF problem has the objective to maximize auction surplus under 

constraints that are imposed on power system and market operations. In a highly 

competitive market environment and a uniform price auction mechanism, the market 

participants tend to reveal their true marginal costs and benefits [6]. Under such 

conditions, the auction surplus becomes a good proxy for the social welfare and, 

therefore, an appropriate approximation of the economic efficiency of the markets [6]. 

The formulation takes explicitly into account the physics of the multiarea structure and 

the security criterion in force. As such, we consider the set of contingencies postulated by 

the criterion, as well as control actions associated with each contingency – be they 

corrective or preventive. The SCOPF formulation and solution serve as the tool for the 

quantification of the economics of secure power system operations.  

 This chapter contains three sections. We devote Section 4.1 to provide a brief review 

of the basic structure of the electricity markets for the MWh commodity. In Section 4.2, 

we discuss the decision making problem of the IGO and introduce the SCOPF problem 
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formulation and solution. We discuss the metrics of interest for use in the quantification 

of the impacts of secure power system operations on the performance of electricity 

markets.  We summarize the chapter’s results in Section 4.3.  

4.1 The Basic Structure of Electricity Markets 

 In this dissertation, we adopt the timeline typically used in system and market 

operations analysis [66]. We consider a specific snapshot of the system state and a 

sequence of electricity commodity markets associated with that state. The electricity 

markets in this sequence are held at different points in time ranging from a year- and a 

month-ahead – the so-called forward markets – to a day- and hour-ahead – the so-called 

spot markets – and to minutes-ahead – the so-called real-time markets. We display in 

Figure 4.1 a possible sequence of forward, day-ahead spot and associated real-time 

markets for the hour h. 

 

Figure 4.1 Time frame for the electricity markets 

 Our focus in this work is on the day-ahead spot markets and their associated real-time 

markets. Each market, be it a day-ahead hourly market or one of the associated real-time 

time axish - monthh - year 

forward markets 

h - day

day-ahead market 
for hour h

1

associated real-time 
markets for hour h 

M m

spot markets 
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markets, trades the MWh commodity at different prices that reflect the information on the 

system and market conditions available at the time the MWh commodity is cleared. As 

these conditions are subject to continuous changes in real time, real-time markets (RTMs) 

are cleared at a high frequency, typically every 5 min. On the other hand, markets that 

run ahead of  real-time system operations have a lower clearing frequency, e.g., hourly 

clearing in the day-ahead markets (DAMs), reflecting the lower resolution of the 

imperfect information on the real-time conditions in the next day. The hour h DAM is 

cleared on the forecasts of the real-time conditions for that hour the next day. The hourly 

clearing influences each RTM in the near real-time during that hour. The RTM clearing 

determines the volume of deviations from the hour h DAM value and the associated 

price. Such a market design with different lead times and clearing frequencies is 

commonly referred to as a multi-settlement system. In this chapter, we focus on the 

clearing of a given market, and in Chapter 6 we analyze in detail the interrelated 

settlement of the multiple markets at different points in time.  

 

Figure 4.2  The players in the electricity markets 

IGO 

seller r 

buyer u 

MWh $
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 We represent the basic structure of a single market for a system snapshot in Figure 4.2. 

In this market, the sellers indicate their willingness to sell electricity to the IGO by 

submitting sealed offers specifying the quantities and prices for sale. At the same time, 

the pool buyers submit sealed bids to indicate their willingness to buy the electricity from 

the IGO. We also consider the bilateral transactions in which the electricity is traded 

directly between a selling entity and a buying entity. Each transaction submits a 

willingness to pay function, which states a willingness to pay maximum transmission 

usage fee for receiving the requested transmission services as a function of the 

transaction amount delivered. From the collection of these offers, bids, and the 

willingness to pay functions of the transactions, the IGO determines the market clearing 

that ensures feasible system operations under a specified security criterion. In the next 

section, we discuss the formulation of the market-system snapshot problem and provide 

the metrics necessary to be deployed in the quantification of the economics of secure 

power system operations.  

4.2 Formulation of the Market-System Snapshot Problem  

 The IGO decision making problem for a given snapshot of the system under a 

specified security criterion takes explicitly into account the multiarea structure and the 

constraints imposed by the tie line limits. We introduce specific assumptions on unit 

commitment decisions, ancillary services and the market participants’ behaviors. We 

assume that the unit commitment decisions fully reflect the requirements of the security 

criterion under consideration. In particular, this assumption ensures the feasibility of 

meeting the system fixed demands under such a criterion. As the focus of this 
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investigation is limited to energy-only markets, we assume that the ancillary services 

provision and acquisition requirements under the IGO framework do not impose any 

additional constraints on the system. For the purposes of this study, we furthermore 

assume that the bidding behavior of each market participant is independent of the security 

criterion in force. Since we replicate the IGO actions, we ensure compliance with the 

security criterion in force, but implicitly ignore the probability of any contingency in the 

studies. 

 The modeling of the large-scale interconnected system operated by the IGO requires 

the explicit representation of the areas that make up the system as well the tie lines that 

interconnect them in market and system operations. We consider a power system network 

consisting of K interconnected areas denoted by the set  A  { A 

k : k=1,…,K} with each 

area A 

k having a node set N 

k  with  N 

k buses. Each area A 

k ∈ A is connected to one or 

more other areas via tie lines. We associate a security criterion C  with a specific 

contingency list and a specified control action – preventive or corrective – for every 

contingency on that list.  

 While the interconnected system has a single market operated by the IGO, the 

presence of network and physical constraints necessitate that we consider the market 

players in each area separately. We assume without loss of generality, that at each bus 

i∈N 

k  there are four market participants: a seller with a generating unit, a buyer 

associated with a physical load, a financial seller and a financial buyer. We denote by the 

sets ,k rS  and ,k rB  the collection of sellers with generating resources and that of buyers 

with physical load of the area A 

k ∈ A, respectively.  Similarly, we denote by the sets 
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,k fS  and ,k fB  the collection of financial sellers and buyers of the area k ∈A A , 

respectively. We define the set of sellers by the collection of ( ), ,

1

K
k r k f

k =

∪∪S S S  and 

the set of buyers by the collection of ( ), ,

1

K
k r k f

k =

∪∪B B B . Each seller (buyer) submits 

price and quantity offer (bid) function indicating the willingness to sell (buy) the amount 

of energy to (from) the IGO. Bilateral transactions coexist with the IGO market 

operations. We represent a bilateral transaction ω w, whose from node is k
wm ∈N  of  kA , 

to node is r
wn ∈N  of  rA , and desired transaction amount is wt , by the triplet 

{ , , }w w w wm n tω . Here k and r are indices that may represent different areas. The set of 

bilateral transactions is 1{ , , }Wω ω=W . Each transaction submits a willingness to 

pay function, which states a willingness to pay maximum transmission usage fee for 

receiving the requested transmission services as a function of the transaction amount 

delivered [66].  

 We define the total injection amount at bus i ∈ N 

k  for k ∈A A as  

  
, ,k r k f

kk k
w

k
i s s w

ws s
i mat node i at node i

g p p t
∈∈ ∈

= ∈∈ ∈

+ +∑ ∑ ∑
NN N

S S W

, (4.1) 

and the total withdrawal amount at the same bus as  

  
, ,k r k f

kk k
w

k
i b wb

wb b
i nat node i at node i

d p p t
∈∈ ∈

= ∈∈ ∈

+ +∑ ∑ ∑
NN N

WB B

. (4.2) 
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We use k
ig , k

id  and construct the areawide injection vector kg  and the areawide 

withdrawal vector kd , respectively. We define the vector of systemwide injection 

( ) ( )1 , ,
T TK⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

g g g  and the systemwide withdrawal vector 

( ) ( )1 , ,
T TK⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

d d d ,  respectively.  

 The IGO uses the willingness to pay of the bilateral transactions along with that of the 

individual market participants to determine the amount of transmission service provision 

to each player. For this purpose for a given snapshot of the system, the IGO solves a 

security constrained OPF, or SCOPF, problem with the objective to maximize the auction 

surplus under the security criterion C  whose contingency index set is denoted by JC.. We 

state the SCOPF problem as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

1 k k

K
0 0 0

b sb s w w
k wb s

p pmax tβ β α
= ∈∈ ∈

⎛ ⎞
− +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑S

S WB

 (4.3) 

 subject to base case constraints 

  ( ) ( )0 0
s b

s b
p p 0

∈ ∈

− =∑ ∑
S B

                                 ( )0λ↔  (4.4) 

      ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )0 0min 0 0 0 max≤ − ≤f g d fΨ  ( ) ( ),0 0
+ −↔ µ µ  (4.5) 

    for every j ∈ CJ  

  ( ) ( )j j
s b

s b

p p 0
∈ ∈

− =∑ ∑
BS

                                    ( )jλ↔  (4.6) 

      ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )j jmin j j j max≤ − ≤f g d fΨ  ( ) ( ),j j
+ −↔ µ µ  (4.7) 
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( )( ) ( ) jmin j 0 max

s s s sp p p p∆ ≤ − ≤ ∆   ( ) ( ),j jγ γ+ −↔ , s∀ ∈S  (4.8) 

  
( )( ) ( ) jmin j 0 max

b b b bp p p p∆ ≤ − ≤ ∆   ( ) ( ),j jρ ρ+ −↔ , b∀ ∈B  (4.9) 

      
( )( ) ( ) jmin j 0 max

w w w wt t t t∆ ≤ − ≤ ∆   ( ) ( ),j jτ τ+ −↔ , w∀ ∈W  (4.10) 

   and for every { }0j ∈ ∪ CJ  

  ( )min j max
s s sp p p≤ ≤   ( ) ( ),j jσ σ+ −↔ , s∀ ∈S  (4.11) 

  ( )min j max
b b bp p p≤ ≤   ( ) ( ),j jκ κ+ −↔ , b∀ ∈B  (4.12) 

      ( )min j max
w w wt t t≤ ≤   ( ) ( ),j jυ υ+ −↔ , w∀ ∈W  (4.13) 

Here, we use the notation ( )jϑ  to denote the value of the ϑ  under the contingency case j 

with the base case denoted by 0. The vector or the scalar associated with the right-hand 

side of a constraint is the dual variable of that constraint. The relations in (4.4) and (4.5) 

represent the operational constraints for the base case, while those in (4.6) - (4.10) 

represent the operational constraints for the contingency cases. The equality constraints in 

(4.4) and (4.6) state the nodal power balance equations for the base case and for each 

postulated contingency case, respectively. The base case (4.5) and contingency case (4.7)  

inequality constraints state the transmission system operational limits. The range of the 

decision variables of the security control action for each contingency j∈ CJ  is given in 

(4.8) - (4.10), together with the limiting values of these ranges. The preventive control 

actions have a zero range in contrast to the corrective actions, whose nonzero range 

reflects the additional flexibility to address the onset of the contingency. Note that we 

explicitly take into account the costs of modifying the precontingency state but ignore 

any costs related to the postcontingency state modification. We refer to this SCOPF 
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problem as the market-system snapshot problem and denote it by ( ), , ;WM BS C .  

 With the contingency and base case constraints considered, the market may no longer 

have a unique clearing price. Such a situation arises because we explicitly consider the 

supply-demand balance at each of the buses of the system in the equality constraints of 

the ( ), , ;WM BS C . We analyze the characteristics of the optimal solution of the 

( ), , ;WM BS C  in Appendix B. The different locational marginal prices (LMPs) at each 

node of the system may be evaluated by values of the dual variables as shown in (B.33):  

       ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Τ Τ0 0 0 0 j j j j
i i i

j

λ λ λ++ − ++ −
∈

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= + − + + −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑
J C

µ µ ψ µ µ ψ .  (4.14) 

We note that the last term in (4.14) explicitly illustrates the contingency case constraints 

impacts on the LMPs. When any of these constraints is binding, the LMPs at each node 

may become different. Consequently, the nonzero LMP difference is an indication of the 

impacts of system operational constraints. When system constraints are binding, we refer  

to such a situation as system congestion. The LMP differences also yield nonnegative 

revenue for the IGO [66]. The IGO collects these revenues, which are given by 

        ( )( ) ( ) ( )

1
w w

N N W
0 0 0

i b i s m n w
i 0 b i 0 s w

at node i at node i

p p tλ λ λ λ
= ∈ = ∈ =

= − + −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑K
SB 

.  (4.15) 

Such revenues are commonly referred as congestion rents. Since the IGO does not have 

any “financial position” [97] - [99], the collected congestion rents will be reallocated 

back to market participants [66]. As the focus of this work is on energy markets, we omit 

the analysis of various market based mechanisms [66] for this reallocation. 
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 We distinguish between fixed demand buyers and those with price-responsive 

demand. The fixed demand bid is a special case of the price sensitive bid in which a 

specified quantity is submitted with no price information. Such a bid indicates an 

unlimited willingness to pay for the electricity purchases to meet the fixed quantity bid, 

i.e., the buyer is willing to pay any price to obtain the electricity. There are, however, 

difficulties in determining the appropriate value of the benefits of the fixed demand 

buyers. In order to include these buyers’ benefits in the ( ), , ;WM BS C  problem 

formulation (4.3) - (4.13)., we use a constant per MWh benefit value, τ , for the fixed 

demand.  

 We conceptually represent the structure of the IGO decision making problem 

addressing the tight coupling between market and system operations in Figure 4.3. The 

multiarea system layer presents the modeling of the key physical elements of the power 

system including the multiarea structure of the region as discussed in Chapter 2. The 

relationship between the generation/demand at each node and line flows in each area and 

the interaction of the areas by the tie line flows are established. The system security 

issues are explicitly addressed in this layer. The market layer presents the modeling of the 

electricity market in terms of the bids and offers of sellers and buyers, respectively. This 

layer contains the representation of the determination of the market equilibrium which 

provides the resulting generation/demand schedule. The interaction between the two 

layers is through the information flows, as indicated in Figure 5.1 on page 81. The market 

layer provides the preferred inter- and intra-area transmission schedules, including the 

nodal injections and withdrawals. This information flows to the network layer so as to 

verify the feasibility of the desired transactions.  
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Figure 4.3 Conceptual structure for the market clearing 

 The market performance under the specified security criterion C  for the snapshot 

system may be quantified from the market outcomes given by the solution of (4.3) - 

(4.13). The LMP (4.14) and congestion rent (4.15) metrics are also used for the 

development of additional metrics in the following two chapters in order to quantify the 

economics of secure power system operations. 

4.3 Summary 

 In this chapter, we discuss the basic structure and modeling of the electricity markets 

and explicitly represent the tight coupling between system and market operations. We 

formulate the market-system snapshot problem based on the emulation of the way the 

IGO currently operates the market and the grid, the latter in compliance with the security 

criterion. The market-system snapshot problem takes into account the preferred 

seller/buyer schedule as well as bilateral transactions for a multiarea system as well as the 

postulated contingency list and control actions associated with each contingency in that 

list. The adopted formulation allows the representation of the constraints associated with 
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multiple line outage contingency cases in closed-form using the GLODF results from 

Chapter 2. 

 The market-system snapshot problem formulation serves as the basic building block in 

developing the quantification of the economics of secure power system operations. In 

Chapter 5, we develop a general approach to quantify the economic impacts of complying 

with a specified security criterion when the deployment of appropriate preventive and/or 

corrective security control actions is fully taken into account. In Chapter 6, we extend this 

approach to the multi-settlement environment.  
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CHAPTER 5 

QUANTIFICATION OF MARKET PERFORMANCE AS A 
FUNCTION OF SYSTEM SECURITY  

 

 The system security criterion directly impacts the system operations which, in turn, 

affect the market outcomes. Analogously, the market operations strongly influence the 

ability of the IGO to ensure secure power system operations. We use the modeling results 

in Chapter 4 to represent this tight coupling between market and system operations in 

order to quantify the economics of secure power system operations. We measure the 

economics from the performance of the electricity markets. In this chapter, we lay out the 

nature of this problem and discuss the approach we develop for the evaluation of the 

market performance as a direct function of the system security criterion.  

 We use the auction surplus as the key metric for the market performance. In addition, 

we evaluate appropriate metrics to measure the market performance on a system- and an 

areawide basis, as well as the surplus of each market participant. Our approach can 

quantify the impacts on the market performance due to a change from the specified to 

another security criterion. In this way, we can quantify the economic impacts of 

specifying a set of different contingencies and/or associated security control actions. We 

extend the snapshot approach to study the impacts of diverse system and market 

conditions – changes in the network parameters, the set of resources and the market 

participants’ behaviors – over a given period. The extension to construct the multiple 
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snapshot approach constitutes a major contribution of this dissertation since it provides, 

for the first time, a practical tool for use by the IGO to evaluate the interdependencies 

between market performance and system security over an extended period. 

 This chapter contains four sections. We devote Section 5.1 to quantifyig the market 

performance as a function of the security criterion for a single system snapshot using a 

set of economic and resource dispatch metrics. In Section 5.2, we focus on the DAMs in 

a given period and extend the snapshot assessment to cover that period. The approach is 

notable for its computational efficiency obtained from a sampling scheme that takes 

advantage of the structural characteristics of the models in the formulation. We discuss 

various possible applications of the multiple snapshot approach. We summarize the 

results of this chapter in Section 5.3. 

5.1 Market Performance Assessment for a System Snapshot 

 The starting point in system security assessment is the snapshot analysis of the 

interconnected system as formulated in Chapter 2. We use the security assessment 

models to formulate the market-snapshot problem ( ), , ;WM BS C  in Chapter 4 to 

represent the tight coupling between market and system operations. The market 

performance under the specified security criterion C  for the snapshot system may be 

quantified from the market outcomes given by the solution of ( ), , ;WM BS C .  

 We use the optimal solution of ( ), , ;WM BS C  – the offer/bid functions and the 

optimal dispatch quantities of market participants as well as the LMP values given by 

Equation (4.14)  – to define metrics to measure market outcomes on a system and an area 
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basis, as well as the impacts on individual player outcomes. We use the optimal value of 

the auction surplus S  under C  given by Equation (4.3)  as the measure for the 

performance of the market as a whole. In addition, for area A 

k, we evaluate    

   ( ) ( )( ) ( )

k k

0 0k
b sb s

b s

p pβ β
∈ ∈

⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑S
SB

 (5.1) 

to determine the area A 

k contributions to the system auction surplus. The producer 

(consumer) offer (bid) surplus measures the performance or the gain of each seller 

(buyer) for participating in the electricity market. The producer offer surplus for  a seller 

s at node i of the area A 

k is  

   ( )( )( ) 00
ss i s s ppλ β−S , (5.2) 

and the consumer bid surplus change for a buyer b at the same node is 

   ( )( ) ( )0 0
bb b i bp pβ λ−S , (5.3) 

where iλ ∗  is the LMP at node i of the area A 

k given by the Equation (4.14). We sum the 

dispatched loads to evaluate the total cleared demand P  under criterion C : 

   TP 1 d .  (5.4) 

We compute the areawide net injection to indicate the amount of net power imported into 

an area A 

k with 

   ( ) ( )0 0k T k k
SP ⎡ ⎤∆ −⎣ ⎦1 g d . (5.5) 
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The value of the metrics mentioned above is useful for the performance quantification of 

market for a given snapshot and constitutes the basic building of the approach. We 

conceptually represent this structure in Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1 Conceptual structure for snapshot comparative assessment 

 For a different security criterion ′C , the IGO must solve a modified SCOPF, 

( ), , ; ′WM BS C  in which the constraints in (4.6) - (4.10) reflect the changes in the 

contingency set JC  and in the security control actions associated with each contingency. 

The relative market performance under criterion ′C  is assessed with respect to those 

under reference criterion C  using the metrics provided above. The change in the auction 

surplus   

   ′ ′∆ = −C C CS S S  (5.6) 

quantifies the market efficiency change. The expression in (5.6) implicitly assumes that 

the benefits of the fixed demand remain equal under every security criterion. 
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Consequently, there is no loss of generality incurred with the assumption of constant 

benefits for fixed demand for the evaluation of the market efficiency changes.  

 We use the metrics in (5.1) - (5.5) to evaluate the relative performance impacts under a 

security criterion ′C  with respect to those under the reference criterion C . These relative 

measures have useful interpretations. For example, the change in the contribution of an 

area to the auction surplus indicates how that area’s market participants are impacted by a 

change of security criterion from the reference C  to the criterion ′C  under consideration. 

We interpret in a similar fashion the changes in producer/consumer surplus, the total 

dispatched load change and the areawide net injection.  

 The feasibility set under the security criterion C  is determined by the collection of 

decision variables that satisfy the constraints (4.4) - (4.10). We call the security criterion 

′C  tighter than C if the feasibility set under ′C  is a strict subset of the feasibility set 

corres-ponding to the criterion C . It follows that the optimal auction surplus under ′C  is 

bounded from above by that under C . The value of the relative auction surplus metric is, 

therefore, non-positive and depends on, among other factors, the willingness to pay of the 

buyers.  

 Under a given security criterion, the snapshots corresponding to different system and 

market conditions may result in marked changes in the market performance outcomes. 

Such differences are caused by many factors including changes in the loads, the set of 

available units, and the offers/bids submitted. In turn, these changes may also result in 

different values of the relative performance metrics. Consequently, these assessments 

must be carried out over a period to correctly capture the impacts of the different 
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conditions that exist during that period. In the next section, we extend the snapshot 

approach to carry out such assessments. 

5.2 Proposed Multiple-Snapshot Approach  

 In this section, we describe the way we extend the comparative market performance 

assessment over a study period and provide the multiple snapshot approach. Since the 

focus of this chapter is on the DAMs, we use an hourly resolution as the shortest time 

unit and represent the system for the hour h by its system snapshot. Conceptually, we 

assess the market performance assessment at each hour of a given study period. In effect, 

we apply the conceptual structure for snapshot comparative assessment shown in Figure 

5.1 to each hour of the period for the specified security criterion. To assess the market 

performance impacts due to a change in the security criterion, the entire multiple 

snapshot procedure must be repeated for the security criterion under consideration. The 

hourly values of the relative performance metrics are summed to obtain the daily values 

which, in turn, are used to compute the relative performance metrics for the entire study 

period. However, for a large-scale system, such an approach may impose a large burden 

on computing resources. One way to deal with this complication is to perform the 

assessments for a smaller representative sample of the hours. For this purpose, we next 

develop the sampling scheme that systematically selects this smaller subset of 

representative hours  

 A key requirement for the sampling scheme is the incorporation of the unit 

commitment decisions which entail intertemporal effects across the hours of the 

commitment. To fully capture the intertemporal effects, all the hours of the unit 
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commitment period need to be considered. Since, for typical market applications, the unit 

commitment period is a day, this requirement shifts the selection of representative sample 

of hours to that of days, since all the hours of such days must be included. 

 A first step in the sampling scheme is the partitioning of the study period into 

subperiods. Since many operational studies are carried out on a monthly basis, we use a 

month as a subperiod. For a given month i, we determine the subset of representative 

days and construct the set T . We choose the elements of T  on the basis of the daily 

peak demand values. These values take into account both the fixed demands and the price 

sensitive quantities bid. Let { }: 1, ,id i D= =T  be the set of days in the month i. 

We denote the day di peak demand load by
idp . We reorder the set of the demand values 

{ }1
, ,

Dd dp p  as { }1, , Dp p  with 1j jp p +≥ , where jp  denotes the jth largest value 

of the month. We construct the ordered daily load curve using the set of points 

( ) ( ){ 1 2, , 1, , ,0 p p ( )}1, DD p− . This curve has at most D distinct load levels. We 

normalize the time axis using D as the base value and construct the so-called load 

duration curve ( LDC ) ( )⋅L  as a piecewise step function using the set of points 

( ) ( ){ ( )}1 2, , 1/ , , , ( 1) / , D0 p D p D D p− . 

 The basic idea in the construction of T  is to use an approximation of the LDC by a 

curve with fewer levels of load. We construct such an approximation by maintaining the 

base and the peak load levels, and then selecting d days so that we replace the original 

LDC by at most a ( )2d +  load level approximate LDC.  We superpose the grid with k  

equally distributed LDC factors 
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   1 1 10 d0 υ υ υ += < < < =  (5.7) 

on the time axis. We determine the load level ˆ ( )i ip υ= L  for each iυ . We choose d so 

that the ( )2d +  load values are distinct and 

   1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ0 dp p p +> > > . (5.8) 

We use the load levels to subdivide the interval between ˆ 0p  and 1ˆ dp +  into ( )2d +  load 

tranches  
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0
0

p p i dp

p p p p i d

p p i 0p
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− +
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⎪ +⎛ ⎤ =⎪ ⎜ ⎥⎝ ⎦⎩

P  (5.9) 

and determine from the time axis the corresponding duration in  of each tranche. Note 

that in  is an integer multiple of 1/D and 
1

1
d+

i
i 0

n
=

=∑ . We define  

   
1

ˆ , 1, ,
i - 

i r
r 0

n i dυ
=

= =∑ . (5.10) 

We construct ( )a ⋅L  from the ( )2d +  load levels using the set of points 

( ) ( ){ 1ˆˆ ˆ, , , , ,0 00 p pυ ( )}1ˆ ˆ,k dpυ +  and use it to approximate ( )⋅L . For each load level ˆ jp  
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of ( )a ⋅L , we identify the day id  with ˆ
id ip p= . In case of two or more such days, we 

select the most or more recent day. We construct T  using these ( )2d +  selected days. 

We illustrate such construction in Figure 5.2.  

 We measure the “goodness” of the approximation in terms of an error based on the 

monthly energy. We define the error in the LDC approximation by  

   
1 1

( ; ) ( ) ( )a
d

0 0

x k x dx x dxε = −∫ ∫L L L . (5.11) 

We compare the value of 
d

ε  with a specified error tolerance value ε . If the error fails to 

satisfy ε , d is increased until the tolerance check is satisfied and selects the 

corresponding i
rD .  

 

Figure 5.2 Construction of ( )a ⋅L  from ( )⋅L   

 A byproduct of the approximation is the number of days associated with each 

representative day in T . We repeat the sampling scheme for each month within the 

study period, then construct the set of representative days T  of the study period by the 

union of the monthlyT .  

d0  1 d

d 
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Figure 5.3 Extension of comparative assessments over a period of time 
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 We deploy the snapshot conceptual structure shown in Figure 5.1 as the basic building 

block of the approach for the DAMs. We apply the structure to each hour of the days in T .  

We use the snapshot market problem ( ), , ;WM BS C  to represent the hour h DAM complying 

with security criterion C  as conceptually illustrated in Figure 5.3. Here, we explicitly take 

into account the existence of different sets of sellers and buyers at hour h. The solution of the 

( ), , ;WM BS C , then, determines the market clearing of the hour h DAM. Based on the 

market clearing, we quantify the hourly values of market performance metrics and aggregate 

them for each day. We use the number of days each day in T  represents and aggregate the 

daily figures to obtain monthly figures. The daily figures also serve to evaluate key statistics 

for each month such as mean, variance and range. The study period impacts are then 

aggregated form the monthly ones. Thus, we are able to quantify the system and the areawide 

net injection as well as dollar figures on a daily, monthly and period basis.  

 The proposed multiple snapshot approach has a wide range of applications including the 

justification by the IGO of the decision to modify the security criterion to be used and the 

cost/benefit analysis of network improvements to mitigate the market performance impacts 

of a set of specified contingencies. Additional applications are the formulation of the control 

actions for specific contingencies, and the assessment of specific behavioral changes of 

market participants under various security criteria. We illustrate an application of the 

proposed approach to the study of the ISO-NE DAM in Chapter 7. 

5.3 Summary 

 In this chapter, we propose an approach for the evaluation of the market performance 
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under a specified security criterion for a single system snapshot. We apply this approach to 

quantify the market performance impacts arising from a change from a given to another 

security criterion. This quantification provides meaningful measures of the economic and the 

resource dispatch impacts on both a system and an area basis. We further extend the 

approach to a multiple snapshot approach to have the capability to evaluate the impacts of 

diverse system and market conditions for a given period of interest. The development of the 

multiple snapshot approach is a major contribution of this dissertation as, for the first time, 

the IGO has a useful tool to analyze the economics of secure power system operations.  

 The multiple snapshot approach has a wide range of applications in regulatory studies, 

longer-term planning activities and short-term activities related to the market and system 

operations. In fact, the tool allows the IGO to make better informed decisions. Other 

applications include the justification by the IGO to modify its selection of a security criterion 

and the cost/benefit analysis of network improvements to mitigate the market performance 

impacts of a set of specified contingencies. We illustrate an application of the multiple 

snapshot approach to the ISO-NE DAMs to analyze whether the market efficiency of the 

ISO-NE DAM is adversely impacted by the system operations complying with the security 

criterion in force at Chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER 6 

ECONOMICS OF SYSTEM SECURITY IN MULTI-
SETTLEMENT SYSTEMS 

 

 In this chapter, we extend the multiple snapshot approach developed in Chapter 5 to multi-

settlement systems. We limit our focus to the hourly day-ahead markets (DAMs) and their 

associated real-time markets (RTMs). The basic thrusts of this chapter are to quantitatively 

characterize the linkages between the real-time system security and the day-ahead markets as 

well as to investigate the role of the financial entities in a multi-settlement system. The 

resulting systematic approach permits the quantification of the auction surplus attained 

through the multi-settlement system, and the evaluation of the impacts of the DAMs on 

market participants’ surpluses as well as on the near-real-time secure power system 

operations. The multi-settlement multiple snapshot approach is an important contribution of 

this dissertation as it provides the methodology to quantify the auction surplus attained 

through a sequence of markets. The approach also constitutes a practical tool for the IGO to 

evaluate the impacts of financial entities on near-real-time security. 

 This chapter contains four additional sections. The nature of the multi-settlement problem 

and the market performance quantification for a DAM and its associated RTMs are described 

in Section 6.1. We further show that the auction surplus attained through a multi-settlement 

system equals the auction surplus attained in the RTMs. The multi-settlement multiple 

snapshot approach and the impacts of financial entities on the near-real-time system security 

are discussed in Section 6.2. We summarize this chapter’s results in Section 6.3.  
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6.1 Performance Quantification of a DAM and of Its Associated RTMs  

 Recall from our discussions in Sections 4.1 and 5.2 that, in a multi-settlement 

environment, we deal with temporally interrelated electricity markets. The sequence of the 

markets explicitly recognizes that while the same MWh commodity is traded, the snapshots 

corresponding to the times the markets clears may be considerably different. In particular, the 

system conditions during the actual hour h may differ from those used to determine the DAM 

hour h outcomes. The IGO runs the RTMs, typically, every 5-10 min to ensure that the 

market outcomes reflect the changed system conditions, resulting in secure power system 

operations in near-real time. As such, we view RTMs as balancing energy markets. We 

associate with the DAM hD  for the hour h, the M RTMs ( 1)h,R , ( 2)h,R  , , ( )h,MR . 

 The DAMs are 24 separate hourly energy markets, one for each hour of the next day. We 

denote the DAM for the hour h by hD . The financial nature of each hD  makes possible the 

participation of financial entities, in addition to the players with physical resources. We use a 

snapshot to represent the system for the hour h DAM hD  and an “updated” snapshot for 

each associated RTM, which we denote by ( )h,mR , 1, ,m M= . In what follows, we 

suppress the hour h so as to simplify the notation. In addition, we consider for the purposes 

of development of the multi-settlement market exposition only a single area and, therefore, 

we also suppress the area k notation. We analyze the hour h DAM D  operated in compliance 

with the security criterion C  using ( ), , ;W CM BS  in which we associate preventive control 

actions for each contingency case in CJ . The problem statement explicitly takes into account 

all the entities that constitute the set of sellers and the set of buyers in hour h – both financial 
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and physical players. We use the superscript ( )r f  to denote the participants with physical 

resources (financial players). Therefore, the set of sellers S  (buyers B ) is given by  

r f∪S = S S  ( )r f∪=B B B . We denote the subset with nonzero cleared quantities in 

the DAM by * r r⊆S S  and the subset of transactions that receive transmission services by 

* ⊆W W . Even though a physical buyer rb  may have *
rb

p 0=  in D , rb  participates in the 

RTM to meet his fixed demand. 

 Each RTM is designed to be a purely physical market restricting participation to only 

those players with actual loads and physical generation assets who have nonzero outcomes in 

the DAM. For each mR , the IGO uses the offers of the physical sellers in * rS , the 

willingness to pay of the bilateral transactions cleared in *W  and the real-time fixed demand 

of the physical buyers in rB . We use the identical system snapshot approach for mR  and so 

we formulate and solve the market problem ( )* *, , ;r r W CM BS  for mR  . 

 The metrics of interest – the auction surplus, the market participant surpluses and the 

congestion rents collected – are evaluated using the relations in (5.1) - (5.5) for 

( )* *, , ;r r W CM BS  for the subperiod m. We depict the interrelationships between D  and an 

associated mR  in Figure 6.1. We use the notation “^” to denote the optimal values attained 

in the clearing of mR . The figure clearly indicates the players who participate in each 

market, as well as the inputs and the outcomes of these markets.  
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Figure 6.1 Information flow in D  and an associated 
m

R  

 The outcomes of D  and those of mR  are inputs into the settlement – the mechanism that 

specifies the payments to or by each market participant after the fact. We consider a system 

where the same MWh may be sold in two different markets – D  and a specific mR   – and 

so we deal with a multi-settlement system. Each of the M subperiods of the hour h has a 

duration of 1/M  of an hour and we consider the multi-settlement for such a subperiod. A 

physical seller r * rs ∈S ,  located at node i, who has cleared *
rs

p  inD  receives revenues of 

( )* *1/ ri s
M pλ  over that subperiod. As his real-time production ˆ rs m

p  may deviate from 

*
rs

p , there is an adjustment to account for the production deviation ( )* ˆ1/ r rs s m
M p p− + , 

which is paid at the mR  LMP ˆ
i m

λ . The subperiod m revenues of  rs  are  

                * * *1 ˆ ˆr r r ri is s s sm m m
p p p

M
η λ λ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= + − +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

. (6.1) 
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We note that if the seller rs  production in real time does not deviate from its DAM value, 

i.e., * ˆr rs s m
p p= ,  then the revenues rs m

η  are simply the DAM revenues. As such, the 

mR  LMP ˆ
i m

λ  has no impact on the subperiod m of rs .  

 A financial seller fs , located at node i, has revenues of ( )* *1/ fi s
M pλ  for his DAM 

“production.” As fs  cannot participate in mR , his real-time production ˆ fs m
p 0= , 

resulting in a deviation of *
fs

p− . As a result, the RTM produces an adjustment of  *ˆ
ri sm

pλ−  

to the DAM revenues of fs . We may view the financial seller fs  as selling *
fs

p  in the DAM 

at *
iλ  and buying back the same amount in the RTM at ˆ

i m
λ . The revenues of the seller fs  

in subperiod m are 

                 ( )* *1 ˆ
f r i is sm m

p
M

η λ λ⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 .        (6.2) 

We note that as long as the DAM LMP *
iλ  is above the RTM LMP ˆ

i m
λ  the financial seller 

fs  has positive revenues.  

 In an analogous manner, the physical buyer rb  located at node i makes payments in the 

subperiod m of    

             * * *1 ˆ ˆr r r ri ib b b bm m m
p p p

M
γ λ λ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= − − − +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

   . (6.3) 
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The buyer rb  pays *
iλ  for the portion *

rb
p  cleared in D  and ˆ

i m
λ  for the remainder of his 

real-time demand. The payments of a financial buyer fb  in the subperiod m are 

                           ( )* *1 ˆ
f f i ib bm m

p
M

γ λ λ⎡ ⎤= − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
. (6.4) 

 We use the same reasoning to determine the payments by the bilateral transaction *w∈W  

in the subperiod m to be   

  ( ) ( )* * * *1 ˆ ˆ ˆ
w w w ww m n w m n w wm mm m

t t t
M

γ λ λ λ λ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= − + − − +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
.  (6.5) 

We note that if the bilateral transaction w  does not deviate from the DAM clearing outcomes 

in the subperiod, then its payments are independent on the RTM outcomes. 

 The IGO makes the payments in (6.1) and (6.2) to the sellers and receives from the buyers 

and the bilateral transactions the payments in (6.3) - (6.5). The difference between these 

payments is the subperiod m congestion rents collected by the IGO:  

 
* *

1
r f r f

r r f f r r f f
w mb b s sm m m m m

b b w s sM
γ γ γ η η

∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
∑

⎡ ⎤
= + + − −⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

B B S S

K
W

. (6.6) 

 We use the results in (6.1) - (6.6) for the quantification of the performance of the multi-

settlement system in the subperiod m. The output of the seller r * rs ∈S  is produced in real 

time, i.e., in the subperiod m, and is offered for sale for ( )ˆ1/ rr ss m
pM β . The offer surplus 

of the seller rs  in the subperiod m is expressed in terms of the difference between the 
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revenues and the offer, i.e.,  

               ( )1 ˆ rr r r ss s sm m m
p

M
η β= −S . (6.7) 

The fact that the financial seller fs  has no real-time production implies that the fs  producer 

offer surplus equals his revenues  

                               f fs sm m
η=S . (6.8) 

The physical buyer rb  consumes the energy in the subperiod, resulting in a buyer bid surplus 

given by the difference between the rb  willingness to pay in real time and the actual 

payments: 

                     ( )1 ˆ ˆ rr r rbb b bm mm
p

M
β γ= −S . (6.9) 

We note that the real-time ˆ
rb

β  may differ from rb
β  due to the fact that the real-time demand 

is viewed as fixed.  

 The financial buyer fb  cannot consume in real time, and so has a buyer bid surplus which 

is  

                           f fb bm m
γ= −S . (6.10) 

The bilateral transaction *w∈W  receives the actual transmission service in real time, 

resulting in a surplus of  
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             ( )1 ˆ
w w w wm mm

t
M

α γ= −S   . (6.11) 

 We make use of the market participants’ offer/bid surpluses, including those of the 

bilateral transactions and the congestion rents collected by the IGO, to evaluate the total 

auction surplus attained in the multi-settlement system: 

  
.

r r f
r * r r r f f

f
f f *

s b sm m m m
s b s

w mb mm
b w

∈ ∈ ∈

∑
∈ ∈

∑ = + + +

+ +

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑
W

S S S S

S S K

S SB

B

 (6.12) 

We substitute (6.6) - (6.11) into (6.12) to simplify and get  

  ( ) ( ) ( )1 1ˆ ˆˆ ˆ .r rr r
r r r * r *

w wb sb sm mm m
b s w

p p t
M M

β β α
∈ ∈ ∈

∑
⎡ ⎤

= − +⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑ ∑ ∑
W

S
SB

 (6.13) 

Now, the auction surplus attained in the RTM mR  is ˆ
m

S  and its value is given by  (4.3): 

  ( ) ( ) ( )
* *

1 1ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆr rr r
r r r r

w wb sb s mm mm
b s w

p p t
M M

β β α
∈ ∈ ∈

⎧ ⎫
= − +⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
∑ ∑ ∑

W

S
SB

. (6.14) 

We conclude that 

                                          ˆ
m m∑ =S S  . (6.15) 

Therefore, the total auction surplus of the multi-settlement system attained in the subperiod m 

is precisely the auction surplus attained in mR . We furthermore conclude that the outcomes 
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of D  do not explicitly impact the total auction surplus 
m∑S , but impact the allocation of the 

auction surplus among the market participants. 

 

1
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hour h DAM 

1
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Mm

m
R  
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 D  

 

Figure 6.2 Interactions between  D  and mR   and the performance quantification in a multi-settlement 
environment 

     The performance metrics in (6.6) - (6.13) are for the subperiod m of the hour h. We 

aggregate them for the M subperiods of hour h to evaluate the hourly metrics. In particular, 

we compute the hour h auction surplus ∑S  attained in the multi-settlement system to be 

                  
1 1

ˆ
M M

m mm m
∑

= =
∑ = =∑ ∑S S S . (6.16) 

The performance quantification of the multi-settlement system clearly makes use of the 

interrelationships between the DAM and its associated RTMs, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. We 

note the clearing of the financial entities in D  impacts the clearing of the physical generation 

as well as the clearing of the physical loads. As such, the participation of the financial entities 

outcomes 

outcomes 

association 

performance metrics 
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impacts the deviations of the physical resources clearing in real time. Such deviations have 

implications for the market and the system operations. In particular, they impact the ability of 

the IGO to ensure real-time system security. In the next section, we describe the way we 

extend the multiple snapshot approach of Chapter 5 to quantitatively assess the impacts of 

operating a system under a specified criterion C  on the market performance in a multi-

settlement environment. Also, we quantify the impacts of financial entities on the ability of 

the IGO to meet system security C  in near-real time.  

6.2 The Multi-Settlement Multiple-Snapshot Approach  

 The maintenance of secure power system operations is a task that strongly depends on the 

outcomes of the DAMs. We may view the DAM physical generation and consumption as a 

rough guess of the actual outcomes in the associated RTMs. As the system and the market 

conditions in the near to real time may change from those forecast and cleared in the DAM, 

the RTMs are run to manage the resulting deviations.  

 The actual physical demand in the M RTMs gives rise to the physical demand deviation in 

hour h:  

  
* *

* *

1

1 ˆˆ ˆ r r
r r r r

M

w wb bmmm b w b w
rp p t p t

M
δ

= ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤
= + − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
B B

B
W W

. (6.17) 

Similarly, the physical generation deviation in hour h is   

  
* * * *

* *

1
*

1 ˆˆ ˆ r r
r r r r

M

w ws smmm s w s w
rp p t p t

M
δ

= ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤
= + − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
S S

S
W W

. (6.18) 
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The participation of the financial entities in the DAM gives rise to the lack of balance 

between physical demand deviation ˆ rpδ
B

 and the physical generation deviation *ˆ rpδ
S

. A 

positive net injection of the financial participants in the DAM corresponds to 

* *
f f

f f f f
s b

s b

p p
∈ ∈

>∑ ∑
S B

, which implies that 
*

* *
r r

r r r r
s b

s b

p p
∈ ∈

<∑ ∑
S B

. In this case, the physical 

generation deviation exceeds the physical demand deviations so that *ˆ ˆr rp pδ δ>
S B

. 

Therefore, more generation is required in real time than cleared in D  leading to the 

deviations in the physical sellers’ outcomes. In case of * *
f f

f f f f
s b

s b

p p
∈ ∈

<∑ ∑
S B

 – a negative 

net injection of the financial entities – some of the physical generation serves the demand of 

the financial buyers in D  and so 
*

* *
r r

r r r r
s b

s b

p p
∈ ∈

>∑ ∑
S B

. In this case, *ˆ ˆr rp pδ δ<
S B

. 

Whenever there is zero net injection by the financial entities, the physical generation 

deviation and the physical demand deviation are in exact balance.  The absence of financial 

entity participation is a special case of this zero net injection. While the injection/withdrawal 

deviation metrics of (6.17) and (6.18) provide systemwide aggregate measures, we can also 

introduce analogous metrics for zonal as well as nodal measures in order to meet the 

requirements at the different levels of granularity.  

 We use the auction surplus in (6.16), the total congestion rents (6.6) and the market 

participant offer/bid surplus metrics (6.7) - (6.11)  to evaluate the overall economic 

performance of the multi-settlement system and that of each market participant, respectively. 

In addition, we need appropriate metrics to analyze the combined impacts of the DAM-RTM 

clearing outcomes.  
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 As market and system conditions may change, the price of the MWh commodity in each 

mR  at a specified node may deviate from that in D . The hour h price deviation at node i is  

                     *

1

1 ˆ
M

i i i mmM
δλ λ λ

=

⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑ . (6.19) 

Whenever i 0δλ ≠  over a nontrivial subset of hours, arbitrage opportunities exist, implying 

market inefficiency. A financial entity can participate in the market to take advantage of 

price arbitrage opportunities at such a node. As more and more financial entities eye such 

opportunities, leading to their participation in the markets to arbitrage the price deviation, the 

arbitrage opportunities begin disappearing. As such, i 0δλ → , leading to the improved 

economic efficiency of the markets.  Thus, price convergence is a desirable outcome in 

multi-settlement systems.  

 The price deviation iδλ  also impacts the offer/bid surplus of each market participant. The 

output of the seller r * rs ∈S , located at node i, is produced in real time. Therefore, his offer 

is, unlike his revenues in (6.1), independent of the D  outcomes. Therefore, the D  outcomes 

impact the offer surplus of the seller rs  in hour h. Using (6.7),  the rs  offer surplus in hour h 

is  

    ( )
1

1 ˆ ˆˆ rr r r r

M

i ss s s smmmm

pp
M

λ β δ
=

⎡ ⎤= − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑S S    . (6.20) 

Here, rs
δS  is the physical seller offer surplus deviation metric 
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  *
r r is s

pδ δλ=S  (6.21) 

and quantifies the impact of the D  outcomes on the revenues of the seller rs . A positive 

(negative) rs
δS  implies that rs  captures more (less) revenue for his real-time production 

than those in D . To illustrate the nature of rs
δS , we consider a specific case in which seller 

rs  is the marginal seller in both D  and an associated mR   with *ˆ
i im

λ λ>  and 

*ˆ r rs sm
p p> . While *

rs
p  is paid at *

iλ  the *ˆ r rs sm
p p−  is paid at ˆ

i m
λ . Therefore, the 

portion *
rs

p  receives less revenue per MWh than  *ˆ r rs sm
p p− . The fact that rs  

participates in D  and sells *
rs

p  implies that for this case he receives less revenue than had 

he participated in only mR . The negative rs
δS  is illustrated in Figure 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3 The effects of D  and mR  clearing on the surplus deviation of the physical seller rs  located at 

node i for the case *ˆ
i im

λ λ>  
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the offer surplus deviation of the subset of the physical sellers using 

  
*

*
*

1,
,r r r

r r
r

r
N

is is is
i 0 s

s is at node i
p

0, otherwise
δ δλ ε ε

= ∈

⎧
⎪= = ⎨
⎪⎩

∑ ∑S
S

S
 .    (6.22) 

Similarly, we can evaluate the physical buyers bid surplus deviations 

                     *
1,

,r r r
r r

r

r
N

ib ib ib
i 0 b

b is at node i
p

0, otherwise
δ δλ ε ε

= ∈

⎧
⎪= = ⎨
⎪⎩

∑ ∑S
B

B   .    (6.23) 

A positive rδS
B

 implies that the physical buyers pay less for their aggregate real-time 

demand in D  than in the associated RTMs. This happens because the physical buyers benefit 

from the lower DAM prices that they pay for the portion of the demand cleared in the DAM.  

 The MW deviation metrics along with the price and the offer/bid surplus deviation metrics 

capture important aspects of system and market operations in a multi-settlement 

environment.  The physical generation and demand deviation metrics quantify how “close” 

the real-time system conditions are to those forecasted in the clearing of the DAM. Smaller 

magnitude deviations imply improved “forecasts” of the system conditions in the DAM, 

which, in turn, result in the improved ability of the IGO to ensure real-time system security. 

Therefore, the DAM clearing is strongly interrelated with the real-time system operations. 

The price and the physical participants’ offer/bid surplus deviation metrics, on the other 

hand, quantify the impacts of the DAM outcomes on the market participants’ surpluses. As 

price deviations increase, the financial entity participation becomes more pronounced in the 

DAMs. Such participation leads to changes in the DAM outcomes, which, in turn, impact 
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how the real-time system conditions are forecasted in the DAM. Therefore, these metrics 

capture the strong interrelationships between system and market operations in the multi-

settlement environment. 

 Each MW or surplus deviation metric given in  (6.17) - (6.23) depends on the specified 

security criterion C . Under a different security criterion ′C , the IGO explicitly considers the 

solution of the problem ( ), , ; ′W CM BS  at each system snapshot, be it a DAM or an RTM. 

We measure the impacts on market performance due to the change in the security criterion 

from C  to ′C  by the change in each metric of interest from one criterion to the other. For 

example, the change in the auction surplus metric is given by 

  
′ ′→∑ ∑ ∑∆ = −

C C C C
S S S  (6.24) 

and measures the change in the economic efficiency of the markets in a multi-settlement 

environment due to a change in the security criterion from C  to ′C . We deploy analogous 

expressions for each metric in (6.6)  - (6.23) to measure the relative change in response to the 

security criterion change from C  to ′C . The changes in the producer/consumer offer/bid 

surpluses, the total dispatched load and the multi-settlement system deviation metrics are all 

of interest in our assessment. We also need the changes in the physical demand and 

generation deviation to quantify the impacts on the ability of the IGO to meet system security 

in real time. For example, to evaluate the impacts on the physical generation deviation, we 

use   

            * * *ˆ ˆr r rp pδ δ δ
′ ′→

∆ = −
S S SC C C C

. (6.25) 
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These metrics effectively capture the multi-settlement system performance for the security 

criterion change from C  to ′C  for a given hour h D  and each associated mR , 1,...,m M= .    

 Under a specified security criterion, the hourly snapshots corresponding to different 

system and market conditions may result in markedly different market performance 

outcomes as discussed in Chapter 5. We use the sampling scheme introduced in Chapter 5 to 

construct a set of representative days for a given period of interest. We then assess the market 

performance of the DAM and the associated RTMs at each hour of the set of representative 

days. The needs are similar in assessing the market performance impacts due to a change in 

the security criterion. The quantification of the multi-settlement system performance based 

on the selected representative snapshots constitutes the extended multiple snapshot approach 

for evaluating the impacts of a security criterion or in its change on a multi-settlement 

system, as well as to quantify the impacts of financial entity participation on the ability of the 

IGO to ensure real-time system security. 

6.3 Summary 

 In this chapter, we extend the multiple-snapshot analysis and approach to the study of 

multi-settlement systems. The construction of the extended approach makes use of the proof 

of the fact that the auction surplus attained through the multi-settlement system equals that 

attained in the RTMs. As such, the RTMs determine the auction surplus, which is 

independent of the DAMs. Therefore, the DAMs’ outcomes represent the surplus transfers 

among market participants for the information available at the times those markets are 

cleared. These surplus transfers are readily quantified and their implications on real-time 

system security can be evaluated using the multi-settlement multiple-snapshot approach. The 
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extended approach provides a useful tool to the IGO to analyze the interdependence between 

market performance and system security in a multi-settlement environment. The ability to 

quantify the economic impacts of compliance with a specified security criterion makes the 

approach highly useful in regulatory proceedings, as well as in longer-term planning and 

short-term market and system operational studies with the explicit representation of both the 

financial and the physical asset owning players.  
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 CHAPTER 7 

APPLICATION STUDIES: THE ISO NEW ENGLAND  

 

 We devote this entire chapter to present a set of applications to the large-scale ISO New 

England (ISO-NE) of the various schemes developed in Chapters 3, 5 and 6. The studies 

described in this chapter are the identification of island formation under multiple line outages 

and the quantification of the economics of secure power system operations for the ISO-NE 

markets for the case of DAMs only and for the multi-settlement system. The reported studies 

serve to illustrate the capabilities of the proposed approaches to determine practical solutions 

to a wide range of problems in the various applications. 

 We analyze a 2200-bus portion of the large Northeast Power Coordinating Council 

(NPCC) network that corresponds to the ISO-NE system and study the impacts of multiple 

line outages. We apply the island detection method described in Chapter 3 to evaluate 

conditions under which the selected subnetwork is separated into two or more islands. This 

realistic-sized system study takes fully into account the system operational practices by 

explicitly representing the scheduled transmission maintenance activities, real-time switching 

actions and the impacts of forced outages. The study makes clear the computational 

efficiency of the proposed scheme. 

 We next focus on the studies to quantify the economics of secure power system operations 

in the ISO-NE system and DAMs in the 2005 - 2006 period. We quantify the impacts of the 

security criterion in force on the market performance using the actual day-ahead data – the 

system model and the bids/offers submitted – with the actual market clearing methodology. 
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The results of this study serve as the reference case, with respect to which we compare the 

impacts of a tightened and a relaxed security criterio on the market performance. The use of 

the multiple snapshot approach in this comparative study provides the result that when a 

power system is operated under a stricter criterion, the economic efficiency of the electricity 

markets need not decrease as long as there is price-responsive demand. 

 We discuss a set of parallel studies on the economic impacts of complying with the 

security criterion in the multi-settlement environment. In addition to study of the economic 

efficiency of the ISO-NE multi-settlement as a function of the security criterion in force, we 

also evaluate the economic and the system operational impacts of the financial entity 

participation. The results of these studies vividly show that financial entity participation not 

only leads to price convergence but also improves real-time system security. The results of 

another study reinforce the findings of the DAM investigation that the relaxation of the 

security criterion in force has insignificant impacts on market performance in the multi-

settlement environment.  

 This chapter contains five sections. We provide in Section 7.1 a brief description of the 

multiarea structure of the ISO-NE system and state the current ISO-NE security criterion. In 

Section 7.2, we illustrate the application of the detection of island formation scheme to study 

the multiple line outage impacts on the NPCC subnetwork corresponding to ISO-NE system. 

We report in Section 7.3 the results of the ISO-NE DAM comparative study and those of the 

set of studies for the multi-settlement system in Section 7.4. We provide concluding remarks 

in Section 7.5.  
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7.1 Description of the ISO-NE Multiarea System and Security Criterion 

 The ISO-NE is the regional transmission organization serving the states of Connecticut, 

Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont. The ISO-NE is a 

member of the Northeast Power Coordinating Council (NPCC) and is part of the Eastern 

Interconnection. An important characteristic of the ISO-NE system is its multiarea structure. 

Such a structure has major implications for the way the system operations comply with the 

security criterion.   

 Each area of the ISO-NE multiarea network is characterized as being either an import or 

an export area. We depict conceptually the multiarea structure of the ISO-NE in Figure 7.1. 

The import areas [100] are  

• A 

1  : Boston / NE Massachusetts    

• A  

2  : Connecticut   

• A  

3  : SW Connecticut                  

• A   

4  : Norwalk/Stamford  

 

Figure 7.1 Multiarea structure of the ISO-NE system 

2A

1A

3A

5A

tie-line 4A
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We treat the rest of the system as a single export area and denote it by A 

5. A salient feature is 

the nested structure of the areas A   

4 ⊂ A   

3 ⊂ A   

2. From the physical and the economic point of 

view, the generation of the export area is required to meet the load of the import areas.  

 The ISO-NE system security criterion takes into account this multiarea structure.  This is a 

modified (n – 2) security criterion. We denote this security criterion by 0C , whose 

contingency list is    

   ( )4

1
10

k
n-

k
=

=
∪ ∪CJ J M .            (7.1) 

Here, J n-1 is the set of single element contingencies considered by the ISO-NE and M 

k is the 

set of double tie line contingencies specified for each import area A 

k ∈ A, k=1,..,4. Each 

selected tie line pair interconnects the import area A 

k to any other area of the system. The set 

of control actions for the security criterion consists of preventive control actions which are 

associated with the elements of J n-1, and corrective control actions which are associated with 

the double element tie-line contingencies of 
4

1

k

k =
∪ M . A detailed discussion is given in [100] 

and particulars of system operations are discussed in [97].  

  We use the ISO-NE in all the case studies presented in this chapter since it provides a 

good, realistic-sized system that is large enough to effectively illustrate the capabilities of the 

proposed methodologies.   

7.2 Detection of Island Formation under Multiple Line Outages  

 We illustrate the application of the island detection method introduced in Chapter 3 for a 
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2200-bus portion of the large-scale NPCC network corresponding to the ISO-NE system. 

This study specifically considers the system operational practices by taking into account 

scheduled transmission maintenance activities, real-time switching actions and forced 

outages.  

Table 7.1  The Outaged Lines and Line Definitions 

scheduled 
maintenance 

( )1 3108,3118= , ( )2 1796,2929= , 

(3 1790,2694)= , ( )4 2727,2764= ,  

( )5 2718,2721= . 

switched 
outages 

( )6 486,2927= , ( )7 3106,3113= ,  

( )8 2716,2765= , ( )9 2718,2769= . 

 

unplanned 
outages 

( )10 90,2693= , ( )11 2925,2926= ,   

( )12 2691,2693= , ( )13 2693,2694= , 

( )14 2926,2927= , ( )15 2924,2926= . 

 For the island detection study, we consider the set of outaged lines given in Table 7.1. We 

denote the set of outaged lines corresponding to the scheduled maintenance and the switching 

actions by ( )9L  and consider the network with the elements of ( )9L  outaged. We analyze the 

impacts of the six unplanned line outages listed in Table 7.1 on the system connectivity for 

this network in terms of the so-called updated PTDFs. For this purpose we use (3.11) and 

construct  

  ( ) ( )9
6

0.5349 0.0000 0.4222 0.1127 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.1556 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1556
0.1146 0.0000 0.3011 0.1865 0.0000 0.0000
0.0466 0.0000 0.2841 0.3307 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.19

−
−

−
=

−

H L

50 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1950

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

. (7.2) 

( )9L  
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The zero diagonal element in (7.2) implies the singularity of ( ) ( )9
6

LH . Hence, in this case we 

detect island formation simply by inspection.  

 For the identification of the minimal cutset elements, we consider all the outaged lines, 

denoted by the set ( )15L , and construct 15H . The RRQR factorization as described in Chapter 

3 results in three zero-diagonal elements in R , so that (15) 3ρ = . We evaluate the three basis 

vectors [ ]1 2 3v v v  spanning ( )15
THN  using (15)ρQ :   

  

[ ]1 2 3

1
-1
-1

1

,-1
-1
-1

1
-1
1

1 -1
1

0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0 0

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

v v v

     

(15)

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

-0.0440 0.3505 -0.0134
0.0440 -0.3505 0.0134
0.0440 -0.3505 0.0134
0.0595 0.0370 0.7714
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0440 -0.3505 0.0134
0.0440 -0.3505 0.0134
0.0440 -0.3505 0.0134
0.5909

ρ =Q .

0.0823 0.2097
0.0440 -0.3505 0.0134

-0.0440 0.3505 -0.0134
-0.5314 -0.0452 0.5617
0.5909 0.0823 0.2097

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦    (7.3) 

The value 3 of ( )15ρ  indicates the existence of 3 minimal cutsets in ( )15L . The components 

of 1v , 2v  and 3v   allow us to identify the members of these three minimal cutsets and the 

corresponding subnetworks associated with the terminal nodes of each minimal cutset. The 

identification results are summarized in Table 7.2.  
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Table 7.2  Large-Scale Network: ( )15L  Minimal Cutset Information 

ˆ iL  nodes belonging to iN a  nodes belonging to iN b  

 
{ 53 4 8, , , ,  

}9 10 12 13, , ,
 

1790, 2764, 2721,  
2765, 2769, 2693  

2694, 2727, 2718,  
2716, 90, 2691  

 
{ }6 14,  

 
486, 2926  2927  

 
{ }11 14 15, ,  
 

2925, 2927, 2924  2926  

 The proposed approach is flexible and does not require the updated PTDFs. In fact, to 

study system connectivity, we first investigate the impacts of the outages of the elements of 

( )9L . We construct the corresponding 9H  and perform the Gaussian elimination on 9H . We 

determine that the outages of the lines in ( )9L  do not form islands. We next focus on the 

impacts of the unplanned outages of the lines using the sequence given in Table 7.4. For the 

first outage in this sequence, we augment 9H  by adding a row and a column to form 10H . 

We perform the Gaussian elimination on 10H  using the factors of  9H . Since no islanding 

results, for the second unplanned outage, we again augment 10H  by adding a row and a 

column, and perform the Gaussian elimination of the resulting 11H  using the factors of 10H . 

This process continues until either we detect a zero diagonal element in the Gaussian 

elimination of each augmented matrix in the sequence or we complete the Gaussian 

elimination of 15H . We can similarly analyze the impacts of any subset of additional outages 

by using the factors of the unaugmented matrix in the Gaussian elimination step of the 

augmented matrix. 
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 The ISO-NE application study illustrates the capability of the island detection approach 

for large-scale power system networks. In fact, the size of the network is unimportant as the 

computations are carried out on matrices whose dimension is the number of outaged lines. 

These computations take advantage of the structural characteristics of the method whereby a 

set of k-line outages serves to establish the results of any larger set of outaged lines 

containing this k-line set as a subset. In this way, we can directly pinpoint the impact of the 

interactions between the additional line outage and the k-line outages as a causal factor for 

island formation. For this reason, the proposed method is particularly useful in the analysis of 

appropriate preventive/corrective control actions in cases involving the domino effect of 

multiple line outages to effectively mitigate the impacts of such a sequence of outages. 

7.3 Quantification of the ISO-NE DAM Performance as a Function of 
Security Criterion 

 The objective of this study is to analyze whether the economic efficiency of the ISO-NE 

DAM is adversely impacted by the system operations complying with the security criterion 

in force. For this purpose, we quantify the market performance as a function of three security 

criteria and perform comparative assessments. We measure the changes with respect to the 

outcomes under the current ISO-NE security criterion. 

  We use the system and market data from the year 2005 and utilize the actual market 

clearing software used for the ISO-NE DAM. We start out with a discussion of important 

aspects of the study period and then discuss the selection of the representative days for that 

period. We next describe the two other security criteria considered for the comparative 

studies. We then summarize and interpret the study results.   
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 The study is performed for the second half of the year 2005 and the first half of the year 

2006. This study period was chosen to allow the use of market and system data that reflects 

the most up-to-date ISO-NE procedures and rules. The analysis of the load in the selected 

period shows that the demand levels in the summer months, July and August, are 

significantly higher than those in the nonsummer months. Furthermore, the range of daily 

peak demands in the summer months is considerably larger than that in the nonsummer 

months. Due to the maintenance scheduling, the sets of available resources in summer 

months are different than those in the other months. In addition, the ratings of the system 

components in each summer month differ from those in the other months.  

 The period under study is further characterized by the existence of two distinct regimes   

R 1 and R 2  –  pre- and post-October 9, 2005, respectively. The ratio of the hourly price- 

sensitive bid amounts to the total hourly demand changes markedly from a small value under 

the regime R 1, to a sizable fraction under the regime R 2. The hourly loads in these two 

regimes are further distinguished in terms of their peak, base and average values. We present 

the load characteristics of the regimes R 1 and R 2 in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. The significant 

increase in the fraction of price-sensitive demand is due to the bidding behavior change of 

the large buying entity whose demand corresponds to approximately 25% of the total system 

demand. This buyer submits, on the average, only 10% of his demand as price sensitive 

under the regime R 1. However, the buyer has no fixed demand under regime R 2 as all of the 

buyer’s bids become price sensitive, as shown in Figure 7.4. Due to the size of the buyer’s 

demand, the marked change in his bidding behavior results in a significant portion of the total 

system demand that is price responsive under the regime R 2.  
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Figure 7.2 Aggregate hourly “fixed demand” 

 

Figure 7.3 Aggregate hourly “price sensitive demand” 

 

Figure 7.4 The bidding pattern of the single large buying entity   

 We select the representative days from each month using the sampling scheme provided in 

Chapter 5. We construct the LDC approximation for each summer and nonsummer month by 
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14 and 10 representative days, respectively. Since these approximations provide acceptably 

small errors, we determine the elements of each rT .  

Table 7.3 Total Hourly Dispatched Loads and Range of Impacts  

metric regime range (MW) average (MW) 
R 1  ( 9,177  ,  25,638 ) 16,967 

0
PC  

R 2 ( 8,733  ,  23,281 ) 15,421      
R 1  ( -646  ,  961  )     141 

1
P∆ C  

R 2  ( -485  ,  913  )      8 
R 1 ( -836  ,   868 ) -184      

2
P∆ C  

R 2 (  -694  ,  714  )  -42 

  We select the criterion 0C   as the reference criterion and consider two specific criteria 1C , 

a modified (n – 1) security, and 2C , a modified (n – 2) security. For the criterion 1C , the 

contingency list 
1 1n-=CJ J , and preventive control action is deployed for each contingency 

in 
1CJ . For the criterion 2C , the contingency list 

2 0
=C CJ J , but we replace the corrective 

control actions by the preventive control actions for the contingencies in 
4

1

k

k =
∪ M . We next 

discuss the market performance impacts of the change of 0C  to each of the criteria 

considered and distinguish those impacts under the two regimes R 1 and R 2.  

 We first focus on the MW impacts. For the reference criterion 0C , we obtain the range 

and the average values of the total hourly dispatched load PC  under the regimes R 1 and R2. 

We compute the changes from the PC values under the two security criteria and present the 

results in Table 7.3. We observe that the price responsive demand plays an important role in 

the DAM. For each security criterion, the changes under the regime R 2 are considerably 

lower than those under the regime R 1. In fact, the changes are attenuated to a greater extent 
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for the change of the security criterion from 0C    to 1C  than from 0C  to 2C . We hypothesize 

that the factors that contribute to such outcomes are due to system structure, the effectiveness 

of the security control actions and the nature of the constraints imposed on the system 

operations.   

 The change from the current security criterion to either of the two criteria studied impacts 

the value of the system transfer capability. The change in the value of the system transfer 

capability, in turn, affects the ability of the import areas to bring in energy from the export 

area. In fact, the analysis of the ISO-NE system during the study period indicates that the 

replacement of the security criterion 0C   by the criterion 1C  results in the increased import 

capabilities of the import areas for each hour. But the increased capability may not be utilized 

in every hour. For example, the stand-alone area A 

1 buyers increase their imports from the 

export area, thereby decreasing their dependence on the less economic A 

1 resources. On the 

other hand, the imports of the nested area A 

2, due to the physical constraints of the A 

2 

network, may not utilize such increased capability in every hour. We measure the changes in 

the utilization of the increased import capabilities using the areawide net injection changes. 

We illustrate the results for the import areas A 

1 and A 

2, and the export area A 

5 for a sample of 

14 days from both regimes in Figure 7.5.  These plots indicate the changing nature of the 

import area A 

1. In particular, the constraints due to the contingencies in 1M  are binding in 

regime R 1 under criterion 0C , but not necessarily in R 2. As such, the import area A 

1 

behaves similarly to the export area. On the other hand, the constraints due to the 

contingencies in 2M  are binding throughout the study period. The results are typical for the 

study period, particularly in terms of the more pronounced impacts in the daily peak hours.  
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Figure 7.5  Areawide net injection impacts: 0C  wrt. 1C   

 Due to the fact that the system operations under the criterion 2C  are more constraining 

than those under the criterion 0C , the security change from 0C  to 2C  results in decreased 

import capabilities of the import areas for every hour of the study period. In fact, the impacts 

on the imports of the stand-alone area A 

1 are exactly in the opposite direction to those under 

the criterion change from 0C  to 1C . On the other hand, the imports of the nested area A 

2 

exhibit results similar to those under the criterion change from 0C  to 1C . We plot these 

outcomes for the same days in Figure 7.6.  

 

Figure 7.6  Areawide net injection impacts: 0C  wrt. 2C  
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 We next examine the monetary impacts of the changes in the security criterion. We use 

the daily auction surplus as the basic metric in this investigation. We first normalize the daily 

auction surplus values using the average value of the daily auction surplus under the 

reference criterion 0C   as a base value. Such normalization is needed to facilitate effective 

comparison of the monetary impacts. We first consider the economic repercussions of the 

increased import capabilities arising from the relaxation of the security criterion from 0C  to 

1C . Throughout the study period, the increased import capabilities are utilized, leading to 

higher market efficiencies. We may view these improvements as a measure of the “costs” of 

not violating the constraints due to the double element contingencies in the reference 

criterion. On the other hand, the decreased import capabilities arising from changing the 

criterion from 0C  to 2C  may lower the market efficiencies. Indeed, such reductions are 

present throughout the study period. We may interpret these reductions to be a measure of the 

“costs” of replacing corrective for preventive control actions. The plot of the normalized 

daily auction surplus values under the reference criterion 0C   is given in Figure 7.7 for the set 

of representative days.  

Figure 7.7 Daily auction surplus under criterion 0C  
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 The plots of the changes of the market efficiency arising from a change of the security 

criterion are shown in Figure 7.8. We provide some of the statistics related to the maximum, 

the mean and the standard deviation of the market efficiency impacts under the regimes R 1 

and R 2 for each security criterion change in Table 7.4. 

 

Figure 7.8 Daily market efficiency impacts 
 
 

Table 7.4 Statistical Analysis of Market Efficiency Change Impacts under the Regimes R 1  and R 2    
 (Basis is 0C ) 

 
criterion regime maximum mean standard deviation 

R 1   0.0506   0.0091 0.0122 
1C  

R 2   0.0065   0.0011 0.0004 
R 1 -0.0670 -0.0210 0.0170 

2C  
R 2 -0.0201 -0.0063 0.0048 
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1
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modified import and export capabilities.  We plot the changes of the import areas A 

1 and A 

2, 

and the export area A 

5,  contribution to the auction surplus in Figure 7.9 (7.10) corresponding 

to shifting the security criterion from 0C   to 1C  ( 2C  ).  

 

Figure 7.9 Changes in the area’s contributions to auction surplus: 0C  wrt. 1C  

 

Figure 7.10 Changes in the area’s contributions to auction surplus: 0C  wrt. 2C  
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 We note from the plots in Figures 7.8 – 7.10 that the price responsive regime R 2 leads to 

a strong attenuation of the economic impacts of changing the security criterion to either 1C  

or 2C . Moreover, the relaxation of the security criterion from 0C   to 1C , i.e., not taking into 

account the double element contingencies, results in an insignificantly small dollar gain 

under the regime R 2. It is, therefore, questionable whether such a relaxation is worthwhile 

given the meager impacts.  The tightening of the security criterion from 0C  to 2C  by 

replacing the corrective by preventive actions leads to dollar losses. These findings of the 

comparative assessment lead us to conclude that the reference criterion 0C   is, for all intents 

and purposes, more appropriate for the ISO-NE DAM than either of the two security criteria 

considered. Through this study, we also gain important insights on the role of price- 

responsive demand and the selected security control action. In fact, a key finding of the ISO-

NE study is that the economic efficiency of the electricity markets need not decrease when a 

power system is operated under a stricter criterion as long as there is price-responsive 

demand. The proposed approach provides good insights into the ramification of changing the 

security criterion on both qualitative and quantitative bases. 

 As the real-time energy markets, or RTM, become more prominent, the comparative 

assessments of a security criterion change have to be broadened to include the impacts on 

RTM. To be able to accomplish this broadened scope, the incorporation of a multi-settlement 

system [1], [87] - [90] involving the DAM and the RTM is required. The studies extending 

the proposed approach to incorporate the multi-settlement system are reported in the next 

section. 
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 7.4 The ISO-NE Multi-Settlement System Performance Quantification  

 We illustrate the application of the proposed approach to the study of the ISO-NE system 

and markets. The objectives of our studies are to quantify the economic efficiency of the 

ISO-NE multi-settlement markets as a function of the security criterion in force, to 

investigate the impacts of the financial entity participation on the ISO-NE system and 

markets and to quantify the impacts on the ISO-NE market performance of a security 

criterion change from the criterion in force to a modified (n – 1) security. We apply the 

proposed approach to quantitatively analyze the ISO-NE multi-settlement system 

performance. We assess the impacts of the participation of financial entities in the DAMs by 

performing a side-by-side comparison of the outcomes of the DAMs and the associated 

RTMs without and with such players. A particularly insightful aspect of the comparison is 

the set of values for the deviation metrics of the physical entities. In the following study, we 

quantify the impacts of a change in the security criterion from the current security criterion in 

force to a modified (n – 1) security criterion and compare the observed impacts under the two 

criteria. 

 We select 40 representative days from 2005 and 2006 to study the DAMs and their 

associated RTMs. For the discussion in this study, we focus specifically on the four 

contiguous peak demand hours of each selected day and analyze the values of metrics of 

interest for those 160 hours. We start out with the evaluation of the ISO-NE multi-settlement 

system performance under the security criterion in force to determine the values of the 

metrics for the reference case for the study. 

 We perform market clearing for the DAMs and their associated RTMs for the selected 160 
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hours and quantify the market performance metrics under the security criterion 0C . We first 

focus on the DAM-RTM MW deviations. As the real-time demand in each RTM is 

considered to be fixed, the cleared demand values are not a function of the security criterion 

per se, as long as the security-constrained market problem is feasible. We compare the fixed 

real-time demand in each of the M RTMs associated with the demand cleared in a DAM to 

evaluate the deviation metrics. We plot in Figure 7.11 the demand values in the DAMs and in 

their associated RTMs for the selected 160 hours. We note that the real-time demand values 

exceed the DAM demand for the selected 160 hours. As these hours are representative of the 

ISO-NE system past behavior, they correctly indicate that the RTM demands typically 

exceed the DAM demands.   

 

Figure 7.11 Cleared demand in the DAMs and in the associated RTMs for the selected 160 hours 

 We examine the physical demand and generation deviations and use the plots in Figure 

7.12 to gain insights into their nature. These plots indicate that both the physical demand and 

the generation deviations are positive for the hours under consideration. Also, the positive 

values indicate that as much as 75% of the real-time demand and generation are cleared in 
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the DAM. The plot of the net differences between the generation and the load deviations, 

also given in Figure 7.12, indicates the impacts of the net positions of the financial players in 

the DAMs.  While there are daily variations in the financial entities’ net positions, their range 

is up to 10 % of the real-time demand, with the more pronounced impact in the higher 

demand days.  

 

Figure 7.12 Deviation in the physical demand and the generation for the selected 160 hours 

 We now discuss the financial aspects of the secure operations of the power system. 

Analysis of the DAM-RTM price deviation metric indicates that, on average, the prices are 

higher in the DAMs than in their associated RTMs. Such results are clearly visible in the 

plots of the price deviation duration curves of the import areas A.1, A.2 and the export area A.5, 

shown in Figure 7.13. The areawide price deviation measure of an area is evaluated using the 

load-weighted average of the prices in the area for a snapshot system. We observe that the 

price deviations are more pronounced for the import areas A.1 and A.2  than for the export area 

A.5. For the study hours selected, the area A.2 price deviations are larger than those of any 

other area, indicating that congestion has more pronounced impacts on this area than other 
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areas. The price deviation results also indicate that the physical sellers in the import areas 

capture more revenues for their real-time production in the 160 hours of the study period. 

Under these conditions, financial entities have more incentives to be sellers in the import area 

A.2 than in any other area. Given the nature of the physical generation and the demand 

deviations, we conjecture that financial entities may expect higher price deviations in the 

peak-demand periods and therefore they may adjust their bidding behaviors to clear more 

quantities in the DAMs in which they participate. 

 

Figure 7.13 Price deviation duration curves for the areas A.1, A.2 and  A.5 

 Next, we turn our attention to assessing the auction surplus of multi-settlement markets. 

We use the value of τ = 1000 $/MWh for the fixed demand.  We choose this value on the 

basis that it is the authorized bid/offer price cap in the ISO-NE markets and it is a reasonable 

proxy of the willingness to pay of the buyers with fixed demands. We evaluate using τ the 

auction surplus for the DAMs and the associated RTMs. We summarize the results in the 
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surplus value so as to provide a meaningful comparison of the observed results. The positive 

load deviations and the fact that they represent fixed demands imply that the auction surplus 

outcomes are higher in the RTMs than in the DAMs. We next examine the individual 

components of the deviations of the auction surplus in the DAMs and their associated RTMs. 

 

Figure 7.14 The normalized auction surplus attained in the DAMs and the associated RTMs for the 160 
hours of the study period 

 

Figure 7.15 The normalized auction surplus attained in the DAMs and the associated RTMs for the 160 
hours of the study period 

 We investigate the deviations in the offer/bid surpluses of the physical market participants 

using their normalized values, with the base value being the RTM auction surplus. We 
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provide the plots of the physical buyers and sellers in Figure 7.15. We note that the physical 

sellers capture additional revenue for their real-time production for the majority of the hours 

in the simulation period. Therefore, the physical buyers pay a “premium” for that portion of 

their real-time demand needs that is cleared in the DAM. The plots clearly demonstrate that 

the sum of the bid/offer surplus deviations is not equal to zero, due to the financial entity 

participation, the bilateral transactions and the congestion rents. The metrics in (6.6)-(6.23) 

serve to provide the quantification of the multi-settlement system performance for the 160 

hours of the study period under the reference criterion 0C . We use these results as the 

reference basis for the comparative studies which we discuss next. 

 We examine the impacts that the financial players have on the market performance under 

the ISO-NE security criterion 0C  in force. We first evaluate the impacts by considering the 

market operations without and with the participation of the financial entities in the DAMs. 

The difference between the two cases quantifies the contribution of the financial players in 

the multi-settlement environment. We evaluate the physical demand deviations, as well as the 

price deviations observed for the two cases.  

 Without financial entities in the DAM, lower physical demand is cleared in the DAM than 

in the case with the financial entity participation. Therefore, more generation is required in 

real time to compensate for the lower demand in order to ensure near-real-time system 

security. In fact, the ISO-NE study indicates that, on average, 700 MW additional output is 

required in real time without financial entity participation. Such an increase clearly indicates 

that the absence of financial entity participation makes the task of operating securely the 

near-real-time ISO-NE system more difficult. The plots of the cleared DAM demand without 
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and with financial entity participation together with the real-time demand needs for the 160 

hours in the study period are given in Figure 7.16.  

 

Figure 7.16 Comparison of the cleared demands in the DAMs without and with financial entities 

 The most striking fact about financial entity participation can be discerned from 

examining the DAM-RTM price deviation results without and with financial entities. We 

superimpose in Figure 7.17 the price deviation duration curves for the areas A.1, A.2 and A.5 

without the financial entity participation on those with their participation shown in Figure 

7.16. The financial entity participation markedly reduces the deviation values for the areas 

A.1 and A.2. Since such a decrease corresponds to the desirable price convergence, its impact 

is very significant and attains the desired objective of price convergence.  

 This side-by-side comparison results indicate very clearly the important role that financial 

entities play in electricity markets. Their participation decreases the magnitude of the 

physical demand deviations. In turn, these lower deviations make the management of near-
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real-time operations easier and, moreover, improve near-real-time system security. In terms 

of market performance, the participation of financial entities decreases the magnitude of the 

price deviations. 

 

Figure 7.17  Price deviation duration curves for the areas A.1, A.2 and  A.5  with and without financial entities 

 We next study the impacts on the multi-settlement performance of a security criterion 
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bring in energy from the export area. Indeed, the analysis of the ISO-NE system during this 

study period indicates that the change from the security criterion 0C   to the criterion 1C  

results in the increased import capabilities of the import areas for each hour of the study 

period as discussed in Section 7.2. We note that the utilization of the increased import 

capabilities leads to increased auction surplus. We may view such an improvement as a 

measure of the “costs” of not violating the constraints associated with the double element 

contingencies in 
0CJ . There are also a number of hours during which the change in security 

criterion from 0C  to 1C  has no impacts on the auction surplus. For such hours, the double 

element contingencies have zero economic impact. We plot the changes in the normalized 

auction surplus values corresponding to the security criterion change in Figure 7.18. 

 

Figure 7.18 Auction surplus change due to the security criterion change from 0C  to 1C  

 We next discuss the impacts of the change of security criterion from 0C  to 1C  on the 
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varying impacts on the different market participants within the different areas. For 

illustration purposes, we consider five specific days to discuss the impacts. The security 

criterion change results in greater utilization of the export area sellers and, therefore, in 

decreased production of the import area physical sellers. Such a change leads to a 

corresponding change in the surpluses of the players in the various areas. In Figure 7.19, we 

plot changes in the physical sellers’ surpluses in areas A..1, A.2 and A.5 for the five selected 

days.  

 

Figure 7.19 Changes of the physical sellers’ offer surpluses in response to the criterion change from 0C  to 

1C  

 The impacts have almost the opposite effects on the surpluses of the physical buyers: while 

the surpluses of the export area physical buyers are decreasing, those in the import areas are 

increasing. The physical buyers within the import areas are able to meet their demand using 
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physical buyers as shown in Figure 7.20. 

  

Figure 7.20 Changes of the physical buyers’ bid surpluses in response to the criterion change from 0C  to 1C  
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security.  

7.5 Concluding Remarks 

 In this chapter, we present a set of applications of the proposed methodologies developed 

in this dissertation to various studies on the large-scale ISO-NE system and markets. These 

studies effectively illustrate the capabilities of the island detection scheme, multiple snapshot 

approach and its extension to the multi-settlement environment. The application of the island 

detection method study makes clear that it is a very useful tool to effectively deal with the 

complications in large-scale system separations due to its ability to rapidly detect islands 

formed and to identify the lines whose outages are the causal factors. The market 

performance quantification applications provide important insights into the implications of 

complying with a specified security criterion, as well as the prominent role of demand 

responsiveness and financial entity participation in electricity markets. Indeed, a key finding 

of the DAM comparative study is that the economic efficiency of electricity markets does not 

necessarily need to be adversely impacted under a tightened security criterion as long as there 

is effective price responsiveness. Such results are further corroborated by the multi-

settlement environment studies. These studies, moreover, indicate that financial entity 

participation not only leads to convergence of the prices in the DAMs and their associated 

RTMs, but also improves near-real-time secure system operations.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

  

 In this chapter, we summarize the work presented in this dissertation and discuss some 

problems that are logical extensions of the reported research results together with some 

possible directions for future research. 

8.1 Summary 

 In this dissertation, we construct models for security assessment studies to develop 

practical methodologies to assess the security and to quantify the economics of secure power 

system operations. The modeling and scheme development work explicitly represents the 

impacts of the physical transmission network in describing the interactions between system 

operations and electricity markets. We present a set of applications to the large-scale ISO-NE 

of the schemes developed in this dissertation. These studies serve to illustrate the capabilities 

of the proposed approaches to determine practical solutions to a wide range of problems in 

the various applications. The chapters of this dissertation provide detailed descriptions of the 

models and each of the proposed approaches for the island detection scheme, multiple 

snapshot approach and its extension to the multi-settlement environment. In this section, we 

restate the key developments reported and the major findings in the illustrative studies 

presented.  

 Following the description of, the motivation for and the nature of the problems tackled in 

this dissertation, we discus in Chapter 2 the modeling aspects of the multiarea network in the 
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security analysis framework and the effective representation of the operational constraints for 

use in system security assessments. We develop appropriate models for evaluating the 

impacts of multiple line and cascading outages. A key contribution of this dissertation is the 

development of an analytic expression for the GLODFs, which we use to assess whether the 

postoutage flows violate any line flow limits under such conditions. Salient characteristics of 

the GLODFs include their analytic expressions in terms of the preoutage network parameters 

and the low computing requirements for their evaluation. We make extensive use of the 

GLODF-based models in the analysis of system security in the subsequent chapters.  

 The GLODFs play an important role in the construction of the combined graph-theoretic-

algebraic approach to detect island formation in power system networks under multiple line 

outages. We develop such a scheme in Chapter 3 by marrying the connectivity 

characterization in graph theory with the algebraic expressions for the GLODFs. A 

noteworthy aspect of the approach is its computational efficiency due to its low 

computational requirements – a function simply of the number of outaged lines and not of the 

size of the system. The approach provides an effective tool for security assessment studies in 

both planning and operating environment. We apply the island detection method in Section 

7.2 to investigate the impacts of multiple line outages on a part of the NPCC subnetwork 

corresponding to ISO-NE system. The study illustrates that the computationally efficient 

scheme is effective in the formulation of appropriate preventive/corrective control actions in 

multiple line outage cases that involve the domino effect of cascading outages. 

 We discuss in Chapter 4 the basic structure and modeling of the electricity markets. We 

use the models developed for security assessment in Chapter 2 and formulate the market-
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system snapshot problem based on the emulation of the way the IGO currently operates the 

market and the grid. The market-system snapshot problem formulation uses the GLODF-

based expressions to represent the constraints associated with multiple line outage 

contingency cases and takes into account the tight coupling between market and system 

operations. We use in Chapter 5 the market-system snapshot problem formulation and 

solution to construct the scheme for the quantification of the DAM performance under a 

specified security criterion. This quantification provides meaningful measures of the 

economics in terms of the auction surplus and the resource dispatch impacts on both a system 

and an area basis. We apply the snapshot quantification approach to evaluate the market 

performance impacts arising from the change from a given to a different security criterion. 

Our generalization of the single snapshot quantification to that of multiple snapshots provides 

the capability to evaluate the impacts of changing system and market conditions during a 

given period. We further extend the multiple snapshot approach to the multi-settlement 

environment in Chapter 6 in order to capture the interactions among the sequence of the 

markets – in particular, the DAMs and their associated RTMs. The representation of the 

multi-settlement environment is needed to allow the more realistic quantification of the 

market performance by including the effects of operational decisions on real-time markets. 

The set of schemes for single snapshot quantification and its generalization to multiple-

snapshot approach as well as its extension to the multi-settlement environment, constitute 

significant contributions of this dissertation. These tools give the IGO, for the first time, the 

capability to quantify the economics of secure power system operations. 

 The multiple snapshot approach as well as its extension to the multi-settlement 

environment have a wide range of applications in regulatory studies, longer-term planning 
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and short-term operational studies. Additional applications include the justification by the 

IGO of a security criterion in economic terms and the cost/benefit analysis of network 

improvements to mitigate the market performance impacts of a set of specified 

contingencies. 

 The application studies on the ISO-NE DAMs and multi-settlement system in Sections 7.3 

and 7.4, respectively, provide useful insights into the economics of secure power system 

operations. An important finding of the DAM studies is that the economic efficiency of 

electricity markets need not decrease when the power systems are operated under a stricter 

criterion when price responsive demand is present and appropriate control actions are 

effectively deployed.  The multi-settlement system studies clearly indicate the prominent role 

of financial entities on market performance as well as in the assurance of real-time secure 

operations. A key finding of these studies is that the financial entity participation not only 

leads to DAM-RTM price convergence but also produces DAM dispatch outcomes that are 

“closer” to those of the RTMs.  

 The GLODF-based models for security assessment and the quantification approaches for 

measuring market performance as a function of the system security criterion constitute 

practical tools for the study of system security and its economic implications. The tools are 

highly appropriate for handling large-scale systems as evidenced by the useful results in the 

ISO-NE studies presented in this dissertation. These studies provide practical insights into 

the multifaceted problems that arise in the today’s tightly coupled market and system 

operations.  
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8.2 Possible Future Research Directions 

 While the development of the models and the proposed approaches provide tools that 

heretofore did not exist, there are numerous modifications and/or enhancements that can be 

introduced to overcome certain identifiable shortcomings and to extend the capabilities of the 

analysis and the tools. These modifications/additions fall into two major areas: the 

incorporation of additional levels of detail into the models, and the construction of more 

comprehensive schemes through the integration of additional temporal and ancillary service 

markets.   

 We use a simplified representation of the power system in the approaches proposed and 

the approaches presented in this dissertation. The principal simplification stems from the use 

of the DC power flow representation with the losslessness assumption. This simplified model 

renders the approaches computationally tractable. However, the explicit representation of 

losses, reactive power support and voltage constraints, is important in the study of actual 

markets, especially those we refer to as real-time markets. The ability to incorporate these 

considerations requires a more detailed representation that is closer to the nonlinear AC 

power flow model. While, conceptually, the incorporation of AC models is relatively 

straightforward, the principal issue to resolve is the computational tractability of AC-power-

flow-based models for large-scale system applications, particularly in the deployment of the 

multiple-snapshot approaches. The incorporation of more detailed models can provide tools 

with added capabilities for the more comprehensive investigation of the problems discussed 

in this dissertation. In addition, the cost/benefit analysis of reactive power support equipment 

investments and the investigation of their impacts on market performance can be carried out 
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with the quantification approach using AC-power-flow-based-models. However, serious 

efforts are required to develop numerically efficient algorithmic improvements in the 

solution approach to handle nonlinearities arising from the incorporation of AC models. 

 In the area for extension of GLODF work, we foresee limited scope for future 

developments. However, in the AC power flow representation of power system networks, a 

useful extension of GLODF work may entail the development of loss sensitivity factors 

under multiple line outages. Such sensitivity factors may be used to compute the impacts of 

multiple line outages on system losses without the need to re-solve AC power flows for the 

postoutage networks.   

 We included in this dissertation the consideration of the mutli-settlement environment that 

consists of the DAMs and their associated RTMs. However, for comprehensiveness, there is 

a need to include additional electricity markets – both of a temporal nature and also of the 

interrelated ancillary service type – and perform the necessary extensions to the multi-

settlement multiple-snasphot approach we described in Chapter 6. The integration of the 

additional markets, such as year-, month- and hour-ahead markets, can provide the capability 

to account for the impacts of the security management in this more complex environment by 

explicitly representing the forward propogation of the security constraint enforcement 

through the intertemporal relationships in all the markets in the time sequence. The 

representation of additional markets adds to the realism of the multi-settlement analysis and 

the extended multi-setllement approach becomes a more useful tool. In addition to the 

representation of these energy commodity markets, the incorporation of the capacity- and the 

energy-based ancillary service markets is needed to provide the capability to perform a 
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detailed analysis of the actual multi-settlement system. In this way, the interrelationships 

between the energy commodity and the ancillary service markets are explicitly represented. 

The efforts to represent the additional markets and the extension of the multiple snapshot 

multi-settlement-system approach to models incorporating the more realistic and 

comprehensive multi-settlement environment are important developments to improve the 

tools’ abilities to capture all the interrelationships between the markets.  

 We have so far limited the scope of our discussions to a purely deterministic setting. 

However, for longer-term planning as well as certain shorter-term operational studies, the 

explicit representation of uncertainity in the models and the incorporation into the proposed 

approaches can provide the ability to bring about better informed decisions. As the future 

holds multiple sources of uncertainty, from the availability of network components to the 

modifications in system topology, and from the nodal loads to each market participant’s 

behavior, the development of models and approaches that appropriately capture such inherent 

uncertaintites constitutes an important extension. The growth in the use of renewable 

resources that have highly intermittent generation patterns results in additional complications 

for secure power system operations, particularly in the absence of major storage capability. 

The extension of the proposed quantification approaches to explicitly represent the 

uncertainty effects in the power system can provide tools that allow the evaluation of the 

expected economic costs of the secure power system operations.    

 In terms of risk management, there is yet another type of markets that of the financial 

transmission rights (FTR). The FTR markets are, essentially, orthogonal to the energy-only 

and ancillary services markets, and provide means to the holders to get reimbursement for the 
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congestion costs incurred to implement the transactions undertaken based on the energy-only 

markets. The added representation of the FTR markets provides capabilities to study the 

impacts of the interrelationships among all the markets. With the extended tool, it becomes 

possible to quantify the impacts of changing security criteria on the performance of the 

comprehensive set of interrelated markets. As we can effectively capture the 

interrelationships among the energy-only and the FTR markets, a very useful application 

study is to evaluate the economic impacts of the short-term transmission/unit outage 

scheduling decisions of the IGO on the value of a set of FTR products that span off- and on-

peak hours. Such a study can provide useful insights into the impacts of system operational 

decisions on FTR markets and may be effective in developing better-informed outage 

scheduling approaches. 

 The suggested topics in this section provide some fruitful directions for future research in 

extending the current analysis and tools so as to develop additional capabilities for more 

comprehensive assessments.  
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APPENDIX A 

PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS IN CHAPTER 3 

A.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1 

Theorem 3.1 

Let ( )= ,G LN  be a connected power system network. The minimal cutset 

( ) { }1
ˆ , , ββ =L  partitions G  into two subnetworks ( ),= a aa LG N  and 

( ),= b bb LG N . Each line ( ) ˆˆ ˆ,k k ki j= ∈ L  has k̂i ∈ aN  and ˆ
kj ∈ bN . Then,  

 ( i )                    ( ) ˆ,m
m k

k

w 0       ϕ > ∈ L  (A.1) 

 ( ii )                   { }, ,

ˆ

1 ,

1 ,k
k

i j t
i j

i j
ϕ

∈

∈ ∈⎧⎪= ⎨
⎪− ∈ ∈⎩

∑
a b

b a
L

N N

N N
 (A.2) 

 ( iii )                  { }, ,

ˆ
, or ,

k
k

i j t 0 i j i jϕ
∈

= ∈ ∈∑ a b
L

N N . (A.3) 

■ 

Proof: We use an inductive approach to prove part ( i ). We first illustrate that the statement 

is true for a minimal cutset which has a single element. Consider the network in which β −1 

elements of the set ( )
ˆ

βL  are outaged. There are β possible outage permutations, which we 

denote by { }( 1) ( )
ˆ ˆ \

j

j
β β− =L L , 1, ,j β= . In each outaged network, { } ( 1)

ˆ
j

j
β −∉ L  

constitutes a minimal cutset, and from (5.4) 
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  ( )( ) { }( 1)

( ) ( )
ˆ ˆ1, , \

j

k
j k jj

w β

β βϕ
−

= ∈ ∈
L

L L . (A.4) 

Next, we assume that the statement is true for the minimal cutset constituted by a set of β −1  

elements, and prove its veracity for a set of  β  elements. Assume ( )( )( )k
k

j

w 0ϕ >  holds 

j k≠ , ( )
ˆ,j k β∈L . By (A.4), we can state that 

  

( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )

( ) ( )
ˆ, , , .1

1

k
k k k k

j j j k

k

kk
j k

j k

k

w w w

w

w

w
j kβ

ϕ ϕ ς ϕ

ϕ
ϕ

ϕ

= +

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= ∈ ≠+
⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

L

 (A.5) 

It follows from (3.13) that ( )k

k

w 0ϕ > , hence (A.5) implies that  

  ( )
( )

ˆ, ,k
j k

j

w 0, j k.βϕ > ∈ ≠L  (A.6) 

Since any transaction between the subnetworks aG  and bG  must flow over the minimal cutset 

elements, the proof of ( )ii  follows from the results in part ( )i  and (3.6).  

 For the proof of ( )iii , let { }ˆ ˆ, ,a
m kw i i t=  be an intra-sub-network transaction in aN . For 

an inter-sub-network transaction { }ˆ ˆ, ,m kw i j t′ = , ˆ
kj ∈ bN , from part ( ii ), 

  
ˆ

1
k

k

wϕ ′

∈

=∑
L

. (A.7) 

Similarly, for the inter-sub-network transaction { }ˆ ˆ, ,k kw j i t′′ = , 
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ˆ

1
k

k

wϕ ′′

∈

= −∑
L

. (A.8) 

Note that aw  is equivalent to the two transactions w′  and w′′  and due to linearity  

  
ˆ ˆ ˆ

a

k k k
k k k

w w w 0ϕ ϕ ϕ′ ′′

∈ ∈ ∈

= + =∑ ∑ ∑
L L L

. (A.9) 

A similar argument holds for an arbitrary intra-sub-network where terminal node pairs are in 

bN . 

■ 

 

A.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2 

Theorem 3.2 

Let ( )= ,G LN  be a connected power system network. For a set of α outaged lines 

( ) { }1 2, , , ααL = : 

  ( )is singular contains one or more minimal cutsetsα α⇔H L  

■ 

Proof: We prove the necessary condition by contradiction. Let αH  be singular and assume 

( )αL  does not contain a minimal cutset. We perform the Gaussian elimination on αH  and 

compute, at step k, 1, , , , ,k i kα α= =  
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 ( ) ( )
( )

( )

( ) ( )( ) ( )1
1

, 11 1
, , 1,1

1, 1

1
k

i

i

k
wi kk k k

i i i i k ik
k k

h
h h h

h
ϕ

−
−
−− −

−−
− −

= − = −
L

, (A.10) 

where we use the relation given in (A.4). The Gaussian elimination of the singular matrix 

αH  results in a zero pivot at some elimination step m α≤  [96], which can only happen if 

( )( ) ( 1)
1

m
m

m

wϕ
−

=
L

. By (3.3), { }m
 constitutes a minimal cutset of the network in which the 

first 1m −  lines of ( )αL are outaged. Thus { }1 2, , , m ⊆ L  contains a minimal cutset, 

which is a contradiction of the original problem. 

 For the sufficiency condition, let ˆ ⊆L L  be a minimal cutset with 

{ }1( )
ˆ , , mmL L= = , 1 m α≤ ≤ . We partition αH  : 

  
m

α

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

H C
H

B D
. (A.11) 

Since αH  satisfies (3.14), so does mH . We construct the diagonal { }1, , mu udiagU =  

with { },i ji j hu u sign −= ,  1iu =  and i j≠ . Thus, ( )
,,

j

i

w
i ji j i j hu u h 0ϕ= − = − < ,  

, 1, ,i j m= , i j≠ . The diagonal elements of †
m m=H U H U  are given by 

( )2
, 1 i

i

w
i i iu h 0ϕ= − > . The algebraic sum of column  j  is 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
,

1 1, 1
1 1jj j

ji i

m m m
ww w

i j i j
i i i j i

u u h 0ϕϕ ϕ
= = ≠ =

= − + − = − + =∑ ∑ ∑ , (A.12) 

and so ( ) ( )† TT mm
m =1 H 0 . Also the components of  U C  are given by ,i i ku h , 
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1, ,k m α= +  1, ,i m= . Theorem 1 implies that ,
1

m

i i k
i

u h 0
=

=∑  and so 

( ) ( )TT mm =1 U C 0 . Consider †
α αH = U H U  with { }, kdiag α −U = U I . Then 

( )† TT α
αv H = 0  for the vector ( ) ( )

TTT mm α −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦1v = 0 . 

 In words, we construct a vector ≠v 0  and ( )T
α∈ Hv N . The rows of †

αH  form a 

linearly dependent set, indicating that †
αH  is singular. Therefore, -1 † -1

α α=H U H U  is also 

singular. Furthermore, -1 α= ≠v U v 0  and ( )TT α
αv H = 0 . Because  

( ) 1-
i ii i

v vu v= = ,  using the statement of  αH  gives 

  

ˆ1 ,

ˆ,
i

i

i

v
0

⎧ ∀ ∈
⎪= ⎨
⎪ ∀ ∉⎩

L

L

. (A.13) 

■ 
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APPENDIX B 

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF 
THE  ( ), , ;WM BS C  PROBLEM 

 

 We analyze the characteristics of the optimal solution of the ( ), , ;WM BS C  using the 

Lagrange multiplier theory. We associate Lagrange multipliers with the optimal solution of 

the programming problem of the ( ), , ;WM BS C  and interpret them in the context of the 

markets. We may rewrite the ( ), , ;WM BS C  problem as a minimization problem: 

{ } ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

1 k k

K
0 0 0

b sb s w w
k wb s

p pmin tβ β α
= ∈∈ ∈

⎛ ⎞
− = − − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑S

WB S

 (B.1) 

subject to base case constraints 

  ( ) ( )0 0
b s

b s

p p 0
∈ ∈

− =∑ ∑
B S

                                    ( )0λ↔  (B.2) 

      ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )0 0min 0 0 0 max≤ − ≤f g d fΨ  ( ) ( ),0 0↔ µ µ+ −  (B.3) 

 for every j ∈ J C  

  ( ) ( )j j
b s

b s

p p 0
∈ ∈

− =∑ ∑
B S

                                    ( )jλ↔  (B.4) 

      ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )j jmin j j j max≤ − ≤f g d fΨ  ( ) ( ),j j↔ µ µ+ −  (B.5) 
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( )( ) ( ) jmin j 0 max

s s s sp p p p∆ ≤ − ≤ ∆   ( ) ( ),j jγ γ+ −↔ , s∀ ∈S  (B.6) 

  
( )( ) ( ) jmin j 0 max

b b b bp p p p∆ ≤ − ≤ ∆   ( ) ( ),j jρ ρ+ −↔ , b∀ ∈B  (B.7) 

      
( )( ) ( ) jmin j 0 max

w w w wt t t t∆ ≤ − ≤ ∆   ( ) ( ),j jτ τ+ −↔ , w∀ ∈W  (B.8) 

   and for every { }0j ∈ ∪ CJ  

  ( )min j max
s s sp p p≤ ≤   ( ) ( ),j jσ σ+ −↔ , s∀ ∈S  (B.9) 

  ( )min j max
b b bp p p≤ ≤   ( ) ( ),j jκ κ+ −↔ , b∀ ∈B  (B.10) 

      ( )min j max
w w wt t t≤ ≤   ( ) ( ),j jυ υ+ −↔ , w∀ ∈W       . (B.11) 

The Lagrange multipliers variables associated with the constraints (B.1)-(B.11) are given in 

the right-hand side of the respective constraint. We suppress the notation indicating the 

optimal solution and provide the Lagrangian of the ( ), , ;WM BS C  and indicate the 

cardinality of the set CJ  by J: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

j j

j j

J
j j j

b s
j 0 b s

J T Tj j j j max j j j j min

j 0

J
j j 0 max j j 0 min

s s s s s s
j s

= p p

p p p p p p

λ

γ γ

= ∈ ∈

+ −
=

+ −
= ∈

⎛ ⎞
− + −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

⎡ ⎤+ − − − − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤+ − − ∆ − − − ∆⎣ ⎦

∑ ∑ ∑

∑

∑∑

g d f g d f

S
B S

S

µ Ψ µ Ψ

L

 (B.12) 
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( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

( ) ( )

j j

j j

J
j j 0 max j j 0 min

b b b b b b
j b

J
j j 0 max j j 0 min

w w w w w w
j w

J
j j max j j min

s s s s
j s

j j max
b b

p p p p p p

t t t t t t

p p p p

p p

ρ ρ

τ τ

σ σ

κ κ

+ −
= ∈

+ −
= ∈

+ −
= ∈

+

⎡ ⎤+ − − ∆ − − − ∆⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤+ − − ∆ − − − ∆
⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤+ − − −⎣ ⎦

+ − −

∑∑

∑ ∑

∑∑

B

W

S

( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1
.

J
j j min

b b
j b

J
j j max j j min

w w w w
j w

p p

t t t tυ υ

−
= ∈

+ −
= ∈

⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤+ − − −⎣ ⎦

∑∑

∑ ∑

B

W

                       (B.12) 

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the base case of this problem are 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1

JT0 0 0 0 0 0 j j
i0 0

js s

= 0
p p

λ σ σ γ γ+ + + −
=

∂ ∂ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− + + − + − − − =⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∂ ∂ ∑S µ µ ψ+ −

L  (B.13) 

for a seller s at node i, 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1

JT0 0 0 0 0 0 j j
i0 0

jb b

= 0
p p

λ κ κ ρ ρ+ + + −
=

∂ ∂ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− + + − + − − − =⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∂ ∂ ∑S µ µ ψ+ −

L  (B.14) 

for a buyer b at node i, and 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1
w w

JT0 0 0 0 0 0 j j
m n0 0

jw w

= 0
t t

υ υ τ τ+ + + −
=

∂ ∂ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− + − − + − − − =⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∂ ∂ ∑S µ µ ψ ψ+ −
L  (B.15) 

for a transaction { , , }w w w wm n tω = .  

For the contingency case j ∈ CJ , the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are 
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 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

Tj j j j j j
ij

s

= 0
p

λ γ γ σ σ− + + −
∂ ⎡ ⎤+ − + − + − =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∂

µ µ ψ+ −
L  (B.16) 

for a seller s at node i, 

 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

Tj j j j j j
ij

b

= 0
p

λ ρ ρ κ κ− + + −

∂ ⎡ ⎤− − − + − + − =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∂
µ µ ψ+ −

L  (B.17) 

for a buyer b at node i, and 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) w w

T j j j j j j
m nj

w

= 0
t

τ τ υ υ− + + −
∂ ⎡ ⎤− − + − + − =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∂

µ µ ψ ψ+ −
L  (B.18) 

for a transaction { , , }w w w wm n tω = . 

Furthermore, the complementarity-slackness condition imply 

               ( ) ( )j j
b s

b s

p p 0
∈ ∈

− =∑ ∑
SB

, { }j 0∀ ∈ ∪ CJ  (B.19) 

               ( ) ( )( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) jTj j j j max 0+ − − =g d fµ Ψ , { }j 0∀ ∈ ∪ CJ  (B.20) 

               ( ) ( )( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) jTj j j j min 0− − − =g d fµ Ψ , { }j 0∀ ∈ ∪ J C  (B.21) 

               ( )( ) ( )j j max
s sp p 0σ + − = , s∀ ∈S   (B.22) 

               ( )( ) ( )j j min
s sp p 0σ − − = , s∀ ∈S   (B.23) 

               ( )( ) ( )j j max
b bp p 0κ + − = , b∀ ∈B    (B.24) 
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               ( )( ) ( )j j min
b bp p 0κ − − = , b∀ ∈B    (B.25) 

               ( )( ) ( )j j max
w wt t 0υ + − = , w∀ ∈W    (B.26) 

               ( )( ) ( )j j min
w wt t 0υ − − = , w∀ ∈W    (B.27) 

               ( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) jj j 0 max
s s sp p p 0γ + − − ∆ = , s∀ ∈S , j∀ ∈ J C  (B.28) 

               ( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) jj j 0 min
s s sp p p 0γ − − − ∆ = , s∀ ∈S , j∀ ∈ J C  (B.29) 

               ( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) jj j 0 max
b b bp p p 0ρ + − − ∆ = , b∀ ∈B , j∀ ∈ J C  (B.30) 

               ( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) jj j 0 min
b b bp p p 0ρ − − − ∆ = , b∀ ∈B , j∀ ∈ J C  (B.31) 

               ( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) jj j 0 max
w w wt t t 0τ + − − ∆ = , w∀ ∈W , j∀ ∈ J C  (B.32) 

               ( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) jj j 0 min
w w wt t t 0τ − − − ∆ = , w∀ ∈W , j∀ ∈ J C  (B.33) 

 

The LMP iλ  at node i is given by  

   ( )i 0
bp

λ ∂
= −

∂
S  .  (B.34) 
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where buyer b is at node i. We assume that ( ) ( )j j 0κ κ+ += = , so from (B.14) 

   ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

JT0 0 0 0 j j
i i

j

λ λ ρ ρ+ −
=

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= + − + −⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ∑µ µ ψ+ − . (B.35) 

 

Since from (B.17) 

   ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Tj j j j
iρ ρ λ+ −− = + −µ µ ψ+ −  (B.36) 

holds, then 

  ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

JT T0 0 0 0 j j j j
i i i

j

λ λ λ
=

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= + − + + −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑µ µ ψ µ µ ψ+ − + − . (B.37) 
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